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PREFACE

It has been said that the only thing that is constant is change. This adage is well borne out in
both the understanding of space and the pursuit of that understanding. In the last twelve months,
the scientific studies of our universe, made possible by spectacularly successful flight programs
such as the Hubble Space Telescope, Galileo, and Magellan, almost daffy have expanded our
understanding of the universe and the planets in our solar system. Here on Earth, the space
business has also undergone a similar revolutionary process. In the ever complex requirement to
balance the pursuit of meaningfixl science programs with the shrinking availability of funding,
NASA has entered the era of having to do more with less. Our focus has shifted to designing
faster, cheaper, and better missions without compromising safety or scientific value. Therefore,
our technology strategies must correspondingly change to accommodate this new approach.
Technology application and systems acquisition must emphasize standardized, multi-use services
and operations concepts, leveraged with those of our indusuial partners, international counterparts,
and academia, as appropriate. Movement toward privatization of space business will be required to
better share rewards, exchange technical knowledge, and increase operational efficiencles. These
changes are no longer options, but are essential to sustaining our economy and assuring the
continued technological leadership of our Nation.

One common thread to the success of our flight programs has been the reliable
communication of each bit of information from the spacecraft to the ultimate user. The
responsibility for this critical task primarily has rested within NASA's Office of Space
Communications (OSC). OSC provides standardized, multi-use communications, data processing,
navigation, and mission operation services to both NASA and non-NASA flight programs.
NASA's Office of Advanced Concepts and Technology is chartered to develop and advance
technology. OSC is a technology user, which adapts existing technology and applications to meet
specific program requirements. While OSC's success has greatly benefited from the explosive
growth of communications and computing technologies, this new paradigm of 'Yaster-cheaper-
better" will require an even greater ability to predict where technology is going.

These reports focus on supporting one element of this new paradigm: the continuing effort to
predict and understand technology trends to better plan development strategies. The objectives of
this series of documents are to: (1) validate, revise or expand relevant technology forecasts; (2)
develop applications strategies to incorporate new technologies into our programs; and, (3)

accomplish Agency goals, while stimulating and encouraging development of commercial
technology sources. Volumes I and 11, together with a future Volume Ill, summarize several
studies relevant to communication and data processing technologies which were selected for their
appropriateness to help us meet our challenges.

Comments from interested parties would be especially appreciated, and may be directed to
NASA Headquarters, Dr. Albert R. Miller, at (202) 358-4804, or to NASA Lewis Research
Center, Ms. Denise S. Ponchak, at (216) 433-3465.
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FOREWORD

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (.NASA) is a major user of
communications and information systems technology. NASA reqmrements are growing rapidly as
missions and instruments become more complex and data processing intensive. NASA information

systems typically have long life cycles not only because of the nature of the science missions and
the realities of the funding process, but because missions are delayed and expected lifetimes are
exceeded. Systems development is complicated by the fast pace of technological change,
exemplified by the doubling in performance of microprocessors as quickly as every 18 months,

popularly referred to as Moore's Law. Systems may become obsolete early in the life cycle, unless
the capability to upgrade is designed in from the beginning. Waiting, for example, 10 years to
upgrade a system because of budget constraints may no longer be affordable, since the changes in
technology may make it nearly impossible to salvage existing software, a major investment cost. In
order to be able to plan for upgrades to major systems, data are needed to project the future

performance levels of communications and data processing systems and related components.
Ultimately, such data may be used to build a model for technological change that would allow

planners to make informed estimates of system cost many years in advance. This would permit a
"just-in-time" strategy for technology insertion at the moment in time when it is still at the state of
the art.

The Office of Space Communications (OSC) is tasked by NASA to conduct this planning

process to meet NASA's science mission and other communications and data processing
requirements. A set of technology trend studies was undertaken by Science Applications
International Corporation (SAIC) for OSC to identify quantitative data that can be used to predict
performance of electronic equipment in the future to assist in the planning process. Only
commercially available, off-the-shelf technology was included. For each technology area
considered, the current state of the technology is discussed, future applications that could benefit
from use of the technology are identified, and likely future developments of the technology are
described. The impact of each technology area on NASA operations is presented together with a
discussion of the feasibility and risk associated with its development. An approximate timeline is

given for the next 15 to 25 years to indicate the anticipated evolution of capabilities within each of
the technology areas considered. The steep rate of change projected in some technology areas
underscores the need for such data for the purpose of planning information systems. Another
beneficial result of the data collection effort is the insight it provides to areas where breakthroughs

are likely to occur in key technologies.

The study findings are organized into two volumes. Volume I consists of four chapters
covering computers, data storage, and photonics. Two chapters are devoted to computers: one
examines the physical level of chips and molecular computing; and the other examines the system
level, including classes of processors, system architectures, and applications. One chapter each is
devoted to data storage and photonics technologies. This volume contains four chapters: one each
on technology trends for database systems, computer software, neural and fuzzy systems, and
artificial intelligence. The principal study results are summarized at the beginning of each chapter.

vi



CHAPTER 1. DATABASE TECHNOLOGY TRENDS

SUMMARY

Database applications are sufficiently general and address a large enough market so that it is
both feasible and economical to build specialized hardware and architectures to accelerate database

processing. Because large databases may have a large number of users, the requirement for
processing power and high-speed storage access may be greater than that allowed by current
technology. Several technologies are available or on the horizon that could be used to accelerate
database processing. These include:

• Parallel arrays of magnetic disks for access time improvement

• Holographic imaging for parallel access of optical disks and photorefractive crystals

• Associative memory for parallel access

• Balanced systems architectures, or architectures in which processing, storage and
networking are well-matched for maximum throughput

• Photonic devices and architectures for database acceleration

• Artificial intelligence (AI) technology applied to database search.

1. INTRODUCTION

Databases may be the most common generic application for large computer systems with
multiple users. In the near future NASA will become the builder of some of the largest databases in

existence, particularly for imagery data from low-earth-orbiting satellites. Typically, storage and
networking technology has not kept pace with computer technology for large databases. As

NASA's databases move into the petabyte (1015 bytes) range, extensive planning will be required
for networks and on-line and archival storage systems. These systems will have to be closely
matched or balanced - meaning that the design of networks cannot be done independently of
storage or processing. NASA will also profit from the use of specialized hardware and software for
accelerating the performance of database systems.

2. LONG-RANGE TECHNOLOGY TRENDS

2.1 ANALYSIS OF TRENDS

An emerging trend for database systems results from efforts to build balanced systems, or
systems in which bottlenecks between the processor, the various levels of storage, and the network
are eliminated. Techniques by which this is being accomplished include the use of parallelism in
storage and networks as well as in computing and the use of hierarchical architectures. Another

approach is to accelerate search and retrieval speeds by the use of special purpose architectures
such as Hopfield associative neural networks and the use of photonics technology. These are
discussed in more detail in section 2.3.

An important trend is boosting database search speed by means of parallelism in processors,
in storage, and in local area networks (LANs). The use of parallel processors for database analysis
is a relatively new development. Retail corporations are among the first commercial purchasers of
massively parallel computers. They use them for "database mining", or searching their inventory

and transaction databases for hidden patterns in consumer buying [1]. Single-instruction, multiple-
data (SIMD) array processors such as the Loral ASPRO have been used by the military for fast
tactical database search by means of associative memory techniques (discussed in more detail in
section 2.3).
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The pursuit of parallelism in computing has resulted in widespread research in the realm of
architectures that are scalable to large numbers of computing elements. Integrated circuits have

begun to emerge that contain multiple processors per chip. The most favored class of architectures
is the class of neural network or connectionist architectures. These are capable of being scaled to

high numbers of simple processors. The processors are simple enough to allow many processors
with memory to be built on one chip. One such architecture, the Hopfield associative memory, is
frequently proposed as applicable to database storage. In this architecture, each stored data word
requires a processor. Useful associative networks would require millions of processors per chip,
and are therefore somewhat beyond the capabilities of today's technology.

Parallelism for storage is an emerging trend, in particular the use of redundant arrays of

inexpensive disks (RAID). A future development is parallel access to storage media by means of
parallel optical transducer arrays and holographic imaging. Holographic techniques can also
remove another bottleneck, that of the mechanical delays of rotating disk drives.

The introduction of parallelism into LANs is occurring through the use of circuit switching,
which creates the topology of a mesh of multiple parallel point-to-point connections. Point-to-point
connections allocate more bandwidth to the connection than in a shared medium, and minimize the

amount of software protocol processing. Topology-independent LAN standards are emerging,
such as the Fibre Channel Standard (FCS). FCS is capable of making use of both packet and

circuit switching within the same physical network.

A common theme in these developments is the use of photonics for the transmission of

signals at all levels of the system, mainly because of the high potential bandwidth of photon signals

(1012 Hertz), and the ability ofphotonic devices.to achieve high parallelism with low crosstalk.

2.2 FUTURE APPLICATIONS

Database applications will be a growth industry for the foreseeable future, and demand for

ever better performance will parallel that for computer performance in general. However, because of
the centralized nature of large databases, technology improvements do not necessarily keep pace
with the demand for performance growth. This is because the number of users attempting to access
the same information can easily grow faster than the improvement in performance. As the cost of

acquiring the data goes down, more applications for the data are opened up. Commercial
applications for remote sensing imagery are growing, including for such relatively common
purposes as real-estate development planning. If NASA chooses to subsidize the costs of these
commercial applications, they will undoubtedly grow rapidly, as has been the experience with the
government-sponsored Internet, which has seen growth rates as high as 25 percent per month.

The two main database types are image and text databases. Of these, image databases have
the most stressing requirements. NASA image databases will be geographically distributed, and
will have users distributed nationwide. For these to be widely used, remote users will want to have

the capability to browse through data sets with low retrieval delays. Ideally, it would be desirable to
be able to download entire data sets at high speed (hundreds of megabits to gigabits per second).

Images might be retrieved using standard forms of indexing based on metadata such as instrument,
date, time of day, geographic location, and wavelength. However, an increasingly common form of
image search maybe that based on content. In other words, algorithms will be developed that will
be able to classify and retrieve images based on complex features of interest within the image. An
example would be to retrieve only those images having a certain type of terrain as identified by a

spectral reflectance signature. This kind of intelligent search would require fast parallel processors
dedicated to executing the search algorithms. Statistical pattern recognition and neural network
classification methods will be increasingly important for this purpose.

For document and text databases, traditional relational database management techniques have

been used, but these techniques were designed for structured data lists, not for free-form text. New
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techniquesarebeingdevelopedfor this kind of database,includingbothhardwarecorrelatorsfor
scanningthe entire text at high speed,aswell as AI methodsfor intelligent search,suchas
documentclustering. Someof thesemethodsarediscussedin latersections.

2.3 EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES

2.3.1 Parallel Storage

Thesimplesttechniquein present-dayusefor speedinguptheinput/output(I/O) rateof mass
storageis to readandwrite to multipledisksin parallel,in a configurationsometimesreferredto as
parallel transfer disks (PTD). RAID products are available which implement the PTD function.

RAID can be used both for availability enhancement and transfer rate speed-up. A recent article [2]
describes the use of a RAID product built by Storage Concepts, Inc., together with a FCS 266
megabits (106 bits) per second (Mbps) LAN offered by IBM/Hewlett Packard for data visualization
networking.

Another approach is to do parallel access on a single drive. For example, optical disk storage
is well-suited to parallel access. Instead of using a single read/write laser head, a multiple- laser
head could be used. The invention of vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers makes this possible.
Hundreds of these microlasers can be manufactured on a single substrate to form a microlaser
array. Photonics Research, Inc., for example, has recently begun to market this kind of device. An
alternative scheme is to store data holographically on an optical disk, and to use a single unfocused
beam to read out thousands of bits in parallel.

Optical holography can be applied to volumetric storage to achieve the ultimate form of
parallel access. This technique results in high storage density and fast, parallel, random access. A
spatial light modulator steers a laser beam that interrogates holographically-stored bit patterns
without the need for a mechanical drive. This beam-switching approach is much faster than the
mechanical positioning of magnetic read/write heads. The laser beam also illuminates a whole page
of memory simultaneously, allowing parallel readout of the page. Database applications of this
technology are discussed by Berra [3]. In mid-1995, a university/industry consortium led by
Tamarack Storage Devices received a five-year $11 million grant from the Advanced Research

Projects Agency (ARPA) to develop a wave guide holographic storage system [4]. Industry
participants will contribute additional funding, bringing the total to $22 million. The fact that

Tamarack originally planned to market such a device in late 1993 or early 1994 indicates the
difficulty in perfecting this new technology.

2.3.2 Associative Memory

In a conventional random access memory, the content of a storage cell is accessed by its
address. An associative or content-addressable memory (CAM) is one in which the content is
accessed by means of a given search argument, such as a keyword. This approach is often
proposed as a superior means of implementing high-performance, parallel-search database
computers. Associative architectures are a form of parallel distributed storage. Research in this
field is an attempt to imitate the human faculty of memory, which seems to be associative in nature.

One method of implementing an associative memory is to simultaneously compare the content

of all storage locations with a keyword. This is done, for example, in specialized CAM chips
developed for network routers, in which each address location has a comparator. This is a relatively
expensive approach since the number of comparators drives up the circuit cost relative to the
amount of storage [5]. An extensive discussion of very large scale integration (VLSI) CAM and
associative processor designs is given by K.E. Grosspietsch [6]. He describes several applications
for these recent designs: database support, image pixel processing, emulation of Petri nets, and
simulation of neural nets.
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Many researchersare investigatingarchitecturesfor future massivelyparallel systems in
which the number of processing dements is very large and the circuit density is very high. This
extrapolation envisions hundreds or thousands of processors per chip. In this kind of architecture
the processor must be very simple and have its own memory. Processing and memory functions
are not separate in this architecture. A great deal of attention has focused on one particular
implementation, the Hopfield neural network [7]. In this network, a data object is stored in a
distributed manner over the entire network. For each object, represented by a digital word or vector
to be stored, a matrix is created using an outer product operation. The matrices for all the stored
words are added together. To retrieve the original stored word, a garbled or partial version of the
desired word or an associated keyword is multiplied by the matrix, and the result is the original
word. Figure 1-1 illustrates a hardware version of the Hopfield network. In this network the inputs
are multiplied by the weights and the results are summed at each node. These sums are fed back
through the network, and after several cycles, the desired stored vector appears at the output.

INPUT VEL"TOR

vI vz v 3. v4

Feedback

Paths

U2

U4

Figure 1-1. The Hopfieid Network Architecture

The original Hopfield memory has several practical problems, including limited storage
capacity relative to the number of processing elements (neurons), and a storage and retrieval process
that is computationally intensive when implemented in digital form. Hopfield estimated the storage
capacity of a network of N neurons to be about 0.15 x N. An upper limit of N was later derived
theoretically by Y.S. Abu-Mostafa and J.M. St. Jacques [8]. A more elaborate analysis by R.J.
Eliece et al. [9] puts an upper bound at N/(4 log N).
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Work is beingdoneon improvedHopfield-likememoriesthatrequirelesscomputation.One
suchalternativeis to useaninner-productmethodfor constructingthestoragematrix. Hua-Kuang
Liu of Caltechundercontractto theJetPropulsionLaboratory(JPL)reportsonanopticalcomputer
usingthis approach[10]. Hardwareimplementationsof theHopfieldarchitecturearebeingbuilt at
many researchestablishments.JPLresearchershavebuilt VLSI Hopfield associativememory
chipsthatdemonstratefault-tolerance[11]. Thefault-tolerancepropertyis adirect consequenceof
theability of thenetworkto convergeto thecorrectstatewhensomebits arein error. This feature
couldallow thememoryto beconstructedmoredenselythanin conventionalarchitectures.Others
areworkingonopticalimplementations,someofwhicharedescribedbelow.

2.3.3 Optical Database Computers

VLSI systems are limited in their ability to implement parallel architectures because of
limitations in the number of possible I/O pins, the off-chip bandwidth, and the on-chip
interconnection density. Optical computers are often proposed for high throughput applications
because they achieve a potentially larger number of paraUel I/O channels by making use of a third
dimension for interconnection. Recently, a digital optical computer for database applications called
the DOC 1I was built by OptiComp Corp [12]. This computer implements a RISC instruction set
and uses 64-channel acousto-optic modulators for binary spatial light modulation. The basic

method of implementing a Boolean operation is illustrated in Figure 1-2. If the signal modulating
the laser carries a logic-1 and the signal carried by the acousto-optic modulator carries a logic-1 in
the same clock cycle, the light will be diffracted by the acoustic wave and will come to a focus on

the detector. It is essentially a free-text search processor, and performs 12.8 billion character
compares per second. Free-text search is useful for text databases that are not indexed, which

because of the high cost of indexing is becoming an increasingly important alternative. Although
this computer apparently at least equals the performance of present-day digital electronic
supercomputers, it is not clear that it is actually competitive, since an equivalent electronic symbol-
string correlator could presumably be built relatively sla-aightforwardly using high-speed correlator
chips. However, work on the next generation of this computer has started. In the next version, an
advanced spatial light modulator (SLM) will be used that has the potential to increase the

throughput from 1 trillion (1012) bit operations per second to 100 trillion (1014) bit operations per
second [13].

Bragg cell spatial light modulator

Boolean AND function configuration

modulating Bragg cell

signal modulator

_] detector

w-
optics _ op_cs

modulating

signal

Figure 1-2. DOC II Principle of Operation

Many other architectures for optical database computers have been proposed, based on the
high throughput capability of acousto-optic SLMs and the matrix-processing capabilities of 2-
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dimensionalSLMsandlenses. Y.S. Abu-Mostafa and D. Psaltis have described work on an optical

implementation of a Hopfield associative memory for image database applications [14]. This
demonstration uses 2-dimensional SLMs as input-output devices and photographic film holograms
as the data storage elements. Another such implementation is described by Farhat et al. [15] in
which only lenses and light-emitting diode (LED) arrays are used. The matrix-multiplication

properties of lenses are used to perform the Hopfield outer-product matrix operations. The matrix-
multiplication properties of lenses can be used directly for optical symbol correlation for text-search
processors as described by Berra [op. cit.] More recently, Hua-Kuang Liu [op. cit.] used an inner-
product associative memory method to construct an optical computer. This computer uses liquid-
crystal spatial light modulators.

2.3.4 Pyramid and Hierarchical Architectures

A pyramid architecture is a parallel computer architecture specialized for image processing,
and thus is relevant to image database processing. In one such architecture, the "image

understanding army" architecture [16] there are three levels of arrays of parallel processors. As
illustrated in Figure 1-3, the lowest level consists of a SIMD array of 512 by 512 single-bit pixel
processors. This level deals with pixel operations on the raw image data. The second layer consists
of an array of 64 by 64 16-bit processors which operate on the results of the first layer. The final
layer is a set of 64 32-bit processors that is supposed to execute syntactic-AI processing on abstract
features defined by the first two layers. Although this particular system is to be implemented using

symbolic AI
level

feature operations
level

pixei operations
level

image input

Figure 1-3. Pyramid Image Processor Architecture

discrete processors in a mainframe-like chassis, it is the prototype for future miniaturized integrated
imaging sensor-processors used for smart autonomous weapons systems, reconnaissance and
surveillance robotic vehicles, and near-earth remote sensing spacecraft. In these advanced imaging
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sensors,eachpixel will haveits own signalprocessingchannel,with the pyramidalarchitecture
implementedin averydense3-dimensionalpackagingformatdirectlybehindthesensorarray.

Thiskind of hierarchicalstructureis alsoproposedfor hybrid image-processingcomputers
that make use of combinationsof neural networks, fuzzy logic, and symbolic inference or
knowledge-baseprocessing. Neural networks canbe usedat the front end to classify image
patternsby partitioningthesamplespaceinto fuzzysets.SymbolicAI andfuzzylogic canthenbe
used to perform operationson the objects defined by the fuzzy sets. This kind of hybrid
architecturemighthavedifferentcomputertypesfor eachlevel.

2.3.5 BalancedSystems

Balancedsystemsarecomputersystemsthatarebalancedwith respectto centralprocessing
unit (CPU) performanceandthroughput. In otherwords,thesystemis designedfrom thestartso
thattheperformanceof theprocessingfunctionis matchedto the performanceof the storageand
networkfunctions. Systembalanceis akeyrequirementfor high-performancedatabasesystems
becausethesesystemshavealarge amountof on-line storageand a potentially high numberof
simultaneoususers,perhapsdistributedoverawidegeographicarea.

A basicproblemthatmustbesolvedto achieveabalancedsystemis closingtheUO gap, the
discrepancy between memory and storage I/O rates and CPU performance. Typically, caching
methods have been used to alleviate the problem. More recently, microcomputers have begun to
adopt mainframe design features such as local high-speed buses. These are short buses designed
for high-speed access to random access memory (RAM) and graphics accelerators. The I/O gap
also exists between the processor and mass storage. RAM caches are currently used to improve
disk access times. Ultimately, new forms of mass storage could lead to further improvements.
Examples are the use of larger RAM caches as the cost per bit decreases, use of non-volatile RAM
for mass storage, or use of holographic volumetric storage.

The future of balanced systems is most clearly seen in testbed projects at supercomputer
centers such as the National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA). Catlett [17] has
indicated a need for I/O rates on the order of 128 Mbps with storage requirements approaching a

terabyte. With today's supercomputers, the I/O requirements may approach a gigabit (109 bits) per
second (Gbps). While widespread introduction of synchronous optical network (SONET) and
asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) technology should be able to provide ample bandwidth to
accommodate the required transmission rates, in both LAN and wide area network (WAN)
environments, improvement will be needed in storage technology. Direct connection of the storage
system to a high-speed network (called network-attached storage) is one evolutionary improvement.
It will eliminate a bottleneck caused by the storage server.

A testbed is being set up at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory to test improved storage
architectures [18, 19]. It is part of the Hierarchical High-Performance Storage System Testbed
which employs hierarchical concepts for both storage and networking. Hierarchical storage refers
to multiple storage types such as RAM, disk, and tape organized in a hierarchy according to access
time and frequency of access. The system will support application data transfers from megabytes
to gigabytes per second with total system throughput ofgigabytes per second. File size scalability
must meet the needs of billions of data sets, each potentially terabytes in size, for total storage
capacities in petabytes. The system also is required to scale geographically to support distributed
systems with hierarchies of hierarchical storage systems. The circuit switched network will make

multiple parallel point-to-point high performance parallel interface (HIPPI) connections between
processors and storage devices.

As evidenced in the above discussion, an emerging trend for high-performance networks is
the use of parallel networking rather than shared-medium techniques such as Ethernet. In the
parallel approach, the full bandwidth of the transmission medium is available to the source and
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destination by setting up a point-to-point connection. This is basically circuit switching such as is
performed in telephone switching systems. The circuit switch allows any source/destination pair to
communicate at the full available bandwidth, and for many such pairs to communicate

simultaneously. (It does not necessarily allow all pairs to communicate simultaneously, depending
on whether the switch has a "blocking" or "non-blocking" architecture.) Another feature of the
circuit-switched architecture is that it is well-matched to the capabilities of fiber optics, and is

upwardly scalable in performance as photonics technology progresses. A current area of heavily-
funded commercial research by AT&T and others is photonic cross-bar switches for direct

switching of light beams between input and output optical fibers. These switches will be used in
fiber optic WANs but have application to LANs and intra-computer communications as well.

The parallel networking trend complements the trend toward parallel I/O storage drives, such
as the disk arrays discussed earlier. These trends can be extrapolated to a system in which parallel
disk arrays will be directly connected by 64-bit parallel electronic buses or photonic serial links to

parallel processors.

2.3.6 Automated Classification Techniques

In the most basic form of text database, keyword search is speeded up by inverting the data

list. An example of an inverted list would be a telephone book re-sorted according to the numerical
order of the phone numbers. When databases become more complex or when the volume of new
data being added becomes too great, this method may not be efficient. For example, the inverted

string lists may take up more memory.than the original data. Or, if information is being ingested
continuously at a high rate, the inversion process would have to be done continuously, requiring
substantial real-time processing resources. A brute-force character-by-character search may then
become the preferred method for keyword search. This free-text scan process eliminates the need
to invert or to index the database. Since indexing is a very manpower-intensive process, free-text

scanning can be cost-effective as the cost of computing goes down. Special-purpose servers and
processors are being marketed for this purpose. For example, Benson Computer Research Corp. of
McLean, Va., makes a text keyword search scanner that operates at a rate of 1000 pages per second.

Searches based on indexing and Boolean combinations ofkeywords are often inadequate for

precisely focusing a search. AI methods are being applied to this problem, for example in a method
known as document clustering for document databases. Document clustering has as its goal the
identification of clusters of documents with related contents. Pattern recognition techniques that

have been successful in other signature recognition problems can be applied to document clustering
by analyzing statistical patterns in document contents. For example, one can generate word and
word grouping statistics, and the statistics can be used as signatures for p.attem-recognition [20,
21]. However, the ultimate goal of relating documents based on meanings is still beyond the
capability of technology, since no one knows how to automate language understanding_ nor is there

any such method on the horizon.

Image databases can be indexed also, for example by appending date, time, and georeference.
However index information is not always useful as a way of searching for the desired information,

especially in the case of images, in which information is not encoded in symbolic form. One
solution is to automate the process of image classification and to classify according to content
features, so that images might be indexed according to category. Since images are non-symbolic
information, non-symbolic classification methods are needed. Again, statistical pattern recognition
and neural network pattern recognition methods can be used for automated classification.
Examples of applying artificial neural networks to automated classification of infrared terrain

imagery are described in [22, 23].
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3. RESULTS

3.1 IMPACT OF DATABASE TECHNOLOGY ON NASA

Databases for the Earth Observing System will be an important part of NASA information

systems in the late 1990s. These databases will be much more difficult to implement than typical
databases in terms of the data ingest rate, the amount of data, the geographic distribution of the data,
and the number of users. The use of leading-edge technology will be critical to the success of these

systems. In particular, NASA distributed databases will have to make use of balanced systems
techniques, including a close matching of computer throughput, storage access rates, and network
data rates. This implies that the upgrading of networks will have to proceed apace with the design
of the other major components.

An example of how balanced techniques may impact system architectures is the use of

separate high- and low-speed LANs for data and data management information, respectively, in
order to achieve the maximum throughput. In the LAN arena especially, circuit switching seems to
be commonly employed for high-speed experimental systems, while ordinary Ethemet is adequate
for data management.

Another implication of the developments discussed in section 2 is that data rates on networks
may have to go much higher. Even at the present time, the highest data rate service available on the

public networks is T3, at 45 Mbps. It is apparent from the projects underway at supercomputer
centers that higher rates will be required for the transfer of image data from databases and for

motion graphics data visualization. If data are transferred directly to a remote supercomputer,
sustained gigabit-per-second rates may be required. This is currently not economical compared to
physical transport of magnetic tapes. Nor are these applications sufficient justification for the
massive investment in capital equipment that would be required, since supercomputing is still,
relatively speaking, a "niche" market. A development that might make gigabit networking
economical is the establishment of commercial fiber optics "superhighways" for transmission of

video to the home. Such commercial ventures would make it economically justifiable to go beyond
45 Mbps services.

The need for higher data rates will push the development of photonics technology. For short

distances parallel-wire systems can be used, but for longer distances serial fiber links are preferred.
Electronic-to-photonic conversion circuits currently operate at up to 2.4 Gbps. This may be pushed
to 10 Gbps. Eventually, however, multiplexing techniques for fiber will be required because of the
limitations of the electronic circuit. The most likely techniques will be wavelength division

multiplexing (WDM) and optical frequency division multiplexing (OFDM). These will permit
many parallel gigabit-per-second channels to be transmitted over the same single-mode fiber.
These techniques have major implications for WAN architectures, and will undoubtedly also greatly
impact LAN technology.

The massive amount of funding for photonics research results in the development of new
high-speed devices that have bandwidths in excess of electronic component bandwidths, and
therefore suggest themselves as alternatives for computing as well as communication applications.
As computers evolve toward higher levels of parallelism, inter-processor communication becomes a

bottleneck. The photonic switch is an example of a device developed by telephone companies for
optical signal switching that has application to inter-processor communication and optical
computing. The need to circumvent the limitations of electronic circuitry by eliminating electronic-
to-photonic conversions is an incentive to develop all-optical circuitry. The logic of this trend
seems to lead in the direction of optical computers. Seen in isolation, optical computers such as the
DOC II may not appear competitive with their electronic equivalents. In the context of balanced

systems however, optical computing seems to be a logical development for coupling to all-optical
networks and storage while minimizing the number of electronic-to-optical conversions.
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Associative storage/processingseemsto be a commonthemeof researchin the arenaof
databasetechnology.Again,thewatchwordis parallelism.Associativesystemsareparallelsystems
in which processingandstoragearefully integratedanddistributed,andcouldthusbeconsidered
anultimate form of "balancedsystem". This categoryincludesvolumetricholographicstorage,
opticalcorrelatorprocessors,Hopfieldneuralnetworks,andassociativearray(parallel)processors,
all of which arerelevantto databaseprocessing.Associativememoriesaretheoreticallyusefulfor
storingimages.Digitized imagesconsistof largesetsof datawordsrepresentingpixel values. In
the idealimageretrievalsystem,asmallamountof informationwouldbeusedto recovera large
amount- thewhole image. Indexdatacouldservethis purl?,ose,but doesnotadequatelydescribe
thecontent. In anassociativememorythecontentdescripUondoesnot haveto be alinguistic or
symbolicdescription,but canbe simply a subsetor compressedrepresentationof the original
image. Also, imagesconsistof datafrom independent,paralleldatachannels. A lot of image
processingoccursatthe level of thepixel andits adjacentneighbors.A memoryarchitecturethat
canstoreand outputdatain parallel independentchannelswould easilycoupleto a massively
parallelpixel processor.Associativememorieshavethis feature.Althoughthesearchitecturesare
still in aresearchphase,we canexpectto seetheseconceptsappliedto imagingsystemsandtheir
supportingprocessingsystemsin thecomingcentury.

From a systemsand life-cycle engineeringpoint of view, the greatestimpact to NASA's
databaseprojectswill occur if there is a breakthroughin storagetechnology. It is extremely
difficult to changethe storagetechnologyduring the life cycle of a system,sincethe existing
accumulateddatamustbe transferredto thenew storagemedium, ff the systemwasdesignedto
handleareal-timeingestrate,thenewsystemwouldhaveto handleagreater-than-real-timeratejust
in orderto transfer the old datain areasonableamountof time. Thereforeanyupgradewould
requirea capability for a several-foldimprovementin ingestrate. This createsan incentivefor
pushinganewtechnologyto theearliestpossibledeployment.

3.2 TECHNOLOGY ROADMAP

A preliminary technology roadmap, or possible sequence of database technology insertion, is

presented below.

1996-2000: The first petabyte wide-area distributed databases may be developed by NASA.
Methods of improving system balance will be put into practice in these database systems. This may
include RAID disk arrays, large RAM caches, high speed disk interfaces, network-attached storage,
and circuit-switched LANs, such as HIPPI and FCS. Magnetic tape will probably continue to be

the preferred medium for archiving and backup of the data. Storage devices with more advanced

parallel access capabilities may be employed, such as optical disks with multiple heads or
holographic parallel read-out. Parallel computers will be used for database applications, and
architectures optimized for database retrieval, such as associative SIMD array processors, should
become more widely used.

2000-2010: Economies of scale will bring down the cost of gigabit per second networking,
so that NASA databases will be accessible nationwide over the commercial networks at reasonable

cost. ATM and SONET will provide bandwidth-on-demand service up to gigabits per second.

Three-dimensional holographic storage will begin to appear commercially. Non-volatile RAM may
also be used for mass storage. Parallel computers for database processing will use chips with

multiple processors per chip, and will make use of associative architectures. Computers will make
use of quantum-well semiconductors, molecular switching devices, and/or photonic components to
achieve high density, speed, and connectivity. Imaging instruments as well as computers may be
constructed in three-dimensional parallel architectures employing photonic signals to achieve high
inter-channel connectivity within the three-dimensional circuit structure.

2010-2020: Associative memories based on the Hopfield neural network may become
available. Advances in all-optical and molecular computing will be used for database applications.
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As second-or third-generationAI productsbegin to show"human-like"informationprocessing
capabilities,thesecapabilitieswill beappliedto findingandretrievingdata,therebyimproving the
efficiency of databasesearchingandincreasingtherelevanceof the informationpresentedto the
user. Developmentsin molecularlevel storagetechnologieswill greatlyincreasethe ability of
databasesystemsto efficientlystore,manipulate,andsearchthroughhugeamountsof data.

3.3 FEASIBILITY AND RISK

Parallel storage: Parallel storage systems such as RAID are essentially off-the-shelf, but are
dependent on the underlying magnetic disk technology. This is essentially an intermediate
milestone on the road to more advanced systems, and is low-risk Holographic storage is under
development and may be brought to market by the year 2000, although efforts to date have fallen
short of expectations. This technology should be thoroughly evaluated as a potential alternative to
magnetic disk systems.

Associative memory: Associative memory using Hopfield neural network and inner-product
(correlation) approaches is one of the few architectures that has the potential to make use of parallel
processing and memory technology beyond the density and scaling limits of conventional
transistor-based VLSI. Its importance therefore goes beyond database applications. A great deal of
research is being devoted to Hopfield associative memories, but the method appears to need more

research before it can be evaluated for practical devices. Research appears to be stuck in the proof-
of-concept phase. This may be because semiconductor device technology has not yet reached the
stage to take full advantage of the method.

Optical database computers: Database applications are a sufficiently general problem, and yet
have sufficiently specialized computational aspects that they are a good candidate for new computer
architectures tailored to databases. For example, a free-text search processor is basically a digital
correlator. Currently, correlator processors are probably best built using VLSI correlator chips, but
eventually the high parallelism of optical computers may give them the edge. The work being
carried out by Peter Guilfoyle on the DOC III is state-of-the-art for complete, working optical

computers. To leapfrog that research effort would require breakthroughs in device technology,
specifically mainly in the area of ferroelectric liquid-crystal or other spatial light modulators.

Pyramid and hierarchical architectures: This is primarily an architectural approach for parallel
computers, storage, and networks, and is therefore a near-term, low-risk developmental area.
Pyramid architectures implemented in miniature packages for space- and airborne applications are a
longer-term development.

Balanced systems: This is a related architectural methodology that may include parallel and
hierarchical approaches, and is a near-term, low-risk, though perhaps expensive approach to
improving database system throughput.

AI systems: AI technology, including both symbolic AI (expert system), fuzzy logic, and
neural networks to text and image database search is becoming available in the form of off-the-shelf
commercial products. The current products are only first steps, and it is unclear how useful they
are. There is still a great deal of room for improvement, for example, in finding new methods of

generating signatures that allow documents to be compared. It should also be kept in mind that like
all AI-base products, these systems have little to do with intelligence and content-understanding, but
are actually more like sophisticated fdter algorithms that operate on external signatures of meaning,
not the meaning itself. The goal of intelligent search in the human sense is therefore not yet on the
horizon.

Perhaps the highest payoff in database applications will come from breakthroughs in storage
technology, but staking a design on such a breakthrough is risky. For example, Tamarack Storage
Devices planned to market a holographic storage system in late 1993 or early 1994, but was
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unsuccessful. Another perhapsless risky storagebreakthroughwill be the development of
semiconductor RAM devices that are non-volatile and have sufficiently high density to compete

with magnetic disks for random-access random storage. It seems certain that NASA needs to make
a commitment to these key technologies perhaps by supporting risk-reduction programs. Risk
reduction will be important to accelerate deployment and to minimize the risk that the NASA
databases will have to be transferred to a new medium.
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CHAPTER 2. SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY TRENDS

SUMMARY

Increasing the efficiency of the software production process has proven to be a formidable
task. Over the years, many different approaches have been tried. Among those discussed here are
use of computer-aided software engineering tools, object-oriented programming, fourth generation
languages, and software reuse. Although these technologies can produce productivity increases,
potentially as high as 10-to-l, most are still in their infancy. Most will also require substantial
investment in retraining and reorganization, including such new approaches as software reuse
libraries. This investment will typically be over a number of years, and substantial return on

investment will only appear after a correspondingly long period.

The widespread trend toward a client-server computing environment, and the attendant need to
deal with the many legacy systems left in the wake of this transition, require that efforts to increase

the productivity of software production be continued and even expanded. The realization of truly
portable software that is fully interoperable, independent of the tools with which it was developed
and the platforms on which it runs, will depend on the establishment and widespread adoption of
industry standards. The convergence of software development tools, object-oriented technology,
and fourth-generation programming languages also has the potential to assist in achieving this
ambitious goal.

1. INTRODUCTION

During the 1980s, a great deal of effort was devoted to devising new sot_vare techniques and
methods to cope with the perennial problem of the high cost of software development. These
methods promised great improvements in software productivity, as high as ten-to-one. However,
the proliferation of these new technologies has led to a certain amount of hesitancy on the part of
managers in adopting them, since there are no clear guidelines as to how one might select among
them, what the cost will be, or how long it might take to see a return on investment. At this point,
this hesitancy is probably justified, since many of the new sot_are technologies are still in their
infancy. It is clear, however, that organizations will have to adopt methods for improving software
productivity and reliability in order to remain competitive.

2. LONG-RANGE TECHNOLOGY TRENDS

2.1 ANALYSIS OF TRENDS

2.1.I Computer-Aided Software Engineering (CASE)

Computer-aided software engineering (CASE) tools have not been widely successful to date
because of the existence of "traditional" application development methods, as well as the lack of
standards for fully integrated toolsets. CASE was intended to improve applications programming
productivity by automating the more tedious aspects of software design, but productivity has
actually increased very little. The quality of applications has improved from using CASE tools, but
the success of CASE depends upon increasing productivity as well. The three general categories of
tasks in programming are enabling creativity for analysis, recording modeling data, and
transforming models into other representations. Ideally, CASE tools should support the initial
creative operation and allow ideas to be shared among software development team members. Also,
the tools must be able to transform models from analysis through design to construction.

CASE has varying definitions within the industry. Some claim it completely automates
program development and replaces existing methods; others claim it includes any new applications
development technologies and can co-exist with existing methods. Some feel that CASE is
outdated and will be replaced by other programming methodologies; others contend that CASE,
while still in its infancy, has the potential to produce tremendous rewards in the future [1].
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Whereasthe traditional programmingmethodsareprocess-driven, which means that the
programmer first designs a screen then creates a file and generates a program, CASE is data-driven.
With CASE, the programmer starts with the database through which the system is prototyped
utilizing concepts such as interactive group design and joint application. Through interactive group
design, the development team and the end-users work together in a much more iterative fashion,
resulting in a more accurate application design. With joint applications, groups of applications that
have like data can be modelled concurrently. The overall model basically represents logical

groupings of application components.

Ideally, the significance of this design approach is that when application design changes arise,
they can be accommodated easily at the data model level and propagated through the system as
opposed to being done at the code level, which results in inaccuracies, inefficiency, and redundancy.
The entire process of changing and/or adding applications becomes more rapid, error free, and far
less expensive. At present, this scenario is more the ideal than the actual practice.

So far, CASE tools have failed to work effectively on a wide scale. Leaving aside the

consideration that most corporations are not willing to write off all existing software development
approaches as failures and start anew with CASE, the blame seems to fall on vendors, users, and the
very nature of CASE, in no particular order and with considerable overlap. Developers are not
willing to pay the large price for switching to the CASE programming environment; the tools are
expensive and the learning curve is steep. Most developers that choose to implement CASE do not
invest the required resources, get frustrated, and resort to their old methods of programming.

The situation is beginning to change, however. The recent trend toward client-server
architectures has been a major factor contributing to a resurgence of interest in CASE tools - tools
that are less expensive and easier to work with - this time for the PC environment. The newer
CASE tools tend to deal with only a single aspect of sottware development in contrast to the older
integrated CASE tools that treated the entire software development process, were massive in size,
and usually employed proprietary approaches that precluded interoperability with software
developed using other manufacturer's tools [1]. CASE vendors are starting to work both with other
vendors and their customers. Application developers are becoming more willing to use CASE tools
because the vendors are promising to incorporate their suggestions into the future releases of the
CASE tools. In the future, standards will be implemented allowing for data sharing among CASE
tools, development of client-server architectures, and development of applications across multiple
platforms. Developers will only have to write applications once, and CASE tools will easily
produce applications for mainframe, workstation, client-server and/or cooperative-processing
environments.

The new CASE tools incorporate new features such as object-oriented methodology and

support for graphical user interfaces (GUIs). Because of their smaller size, the new tools are a lot
less expensive than their predecessors and are easier to learn and use. Renewed interest in CASE
tools also has been aided by the increased use of object-oriented programming (OOP) and fourth-
generation languages (4GLs), such as PowerBuilder, SQL Windows, and Visual Basic [2]. Use of
these languages for large projects requires additional software development support that can be
provided by CASE tools. There is a synergy between CASE tools, OOP, and 4GLs. CASE allows
a program to be built from easily changed modules which are characteristic of OOP. While CASE
vendors are building into their products bridges to 4GLs, many 4GL developers are also building
bridges from their products to popular CASE tools.

Whereas the older integrated CASE tools were produced mainly by large, established

companies, the newer PC-based versions are being developed by new, small companies such as
LBMS, Popkin Software and Systems, Cognos, Gupta, and Sybase. The products produced by

these companies are flexible, open, and distributed. As a result, these newer tools are becoming one
of the hottest technologies of the 1990s while the older integrated CASE tools are on the decline.
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2.1.2 Fourth Generation Languages

The 4GLs are powerful application-development tools that are easy to learn and greatly reduce
the amount of code required by programmers to design, write, and test applications. As a result of
using 4GLs, developers have reduced programming costs and have increased productivity by 10-to-
1 or more over lower level languages. By using 4GL tools, programmers can more easily manage
software projects, rapidly prototype applications, more easily maintain and modify software
applications, and write more consistent software documentation.

As part of the rapid evolution of the computer industry, several generations of software
development tools have emerged. Using first-generation languages, programmers communicated

with the computer in machine language, a series of bits in the binary base. First generation
programs proved to be very difficult to write, test, and maintain. In second-generation languages,
productivity increased through the use of mnemonic assembler languages, which allowed
programmers to specify an instruction and have the assembler translate it to binary code. Third
generation languages (3GLs), which are the most widely used languages for programming business
applications, use an English-language construct. Languages such as BASIC, COBOL, C, and
FORTRAN are procedural-based 3GLs. Fourth generation languages offer another level of
productivity by allowing users to specify what to do instead of how to do it.

While there is no fixed definition of a 4GL, the following attributes are considered in
determining whether a tool is 4GL-like:

Prototyping - 4GLs support a working model to develop applications, allowing direct
communications between users and developers. Users often can see immediate results,
and the result of this process may be retained in the final production system.

Concise Code - A 4GL has to do more with fewer lines of code. A common metric is

that a 4GL has the ability to perform a task with one-tenth the number of lines of code as
COBOL.

• Portability - 4GLs often offer hardware independence. 4GL-developed applications
may often be ported freely from platform to platform.

• Data Dictionary or Repository - These central warehouses of information on data
structures often are integrated into 4GLs.

Intelligent Defaults - 4GLs save time by giving programmers a menu of options and,
wherever possible, offering assumptions about the most common option or parameter.
The programmer then can concentrate on the exceptions.

Application Generators - For common routines, such as reports and file maintenance,
application generators can be used to produce the finished product, relieving the
programmer of the tedious work of repeatedly producing the same type of program with
minor differences.

Initially, 4GLs were not widely accepted because employing these toolsets required large
hardware resources, and a steep learning curve discouraged organizations from adequately

retraining programmers. However, the advantages that 4GLs offer, such as portability, prototyping,
intelligent defaults, and concise code, outweigh these drawbacks. Some of the concerns about
4GLs have been alleviated by vendors who have ported their products to machines which allow
users to take advantage of open systems environments and client-server architectures.
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Thedownsizingof mainframe-basedapplicationsto distributednetworksof minicomputers
andPCshasmultiplied the role for 4GLs. Indeed,the manufacturersof some4GLs tout their
ability to helpdevelopersmigratemission-criticalsystemsofflegacy systemsincrementally.There
is a newclassof usersinterestedin developingadhocapplicationsor queryingdatabases,roles
perfectfor the latestgenerationof 4GLs. Thefeaturesof theopensystemsenvironmentandclient-
serverarchitecturesare congruent with the aims and capabilities of 4GLs.

Recently, several of the major 4GL vendors have enhanced their products to obtain a larger
segment of the client-server application development market. Enhancements include broad support
for a range of hardware platforms and databases, provided by a wide range of database- and
hardware-specific drivers. OOP technology, visual programming (e.g., Visual Basic), or a
combination of the two characterize some of the offerings. Users in a client-server environment

want quick response times while making efficient use of system resources. Accordingly, a number
of 4GL vendors have modified their products to be more efficient in the way code is compiled and

in the way data elements are defined, accessed, and maintained in the development of database

tools [3].

The future of 4GLs is assured because of their relationship with other long term software

methodologies, including database management systems, OOP, and CASE tools. At least one
vendor provides compatibility with 16 different CASE tools. OOP is expected to become more
important in building graphical front-ends with 4GLs. Whether 4GLs remain stand-alone entities
or become inextricably integrated with CASE technologies, they will continue to play a role in
applications development. Programmers increasingly need "industrial-strength" capabilities to
build mission-critical applications independent oftoolsets. 4GLs will continue to be at the heart of

any complete application solution.

2.1.3 Object-Oriented Programming

OOP helps enhance individual programmers' productivity, shortens development life cycle,

facilitates group development projects, and streamlines program maintenance. Objects are self-
contained software modules that perform a given set of tasks on command. By connecting a
number of these stand-alone objects, a software engineer can easily create a complete, working

application within a short period of time. The difficulty arises in creating an object that works
properly and is robust enough to be used in a variety of applications. However, once a given object
exists in finished, working form, other programmers need know nothing about how it accomplishes
its task. Since objects in OOP reflect real-world entities, they can more closely reflect the way an

organization conducts business than would programs based on abstract data types. OOP is ideal
for large-scale team software developments because the objects always function the same way,

regardless of the applications in which they have been used.

Relying on modular software units that can easily be connected, reused, and enhanced, the
object-oriented approach boosts the productivity of individual programmers, simplifies team
development efforts, and streamlines maintenance down the line. Because object-oriented programs
are inherently better organized and more stable, OOP permits larger, more complex applications
than are practical with traditional procedural programming methods. And with the proliferation of
object-oriented software environments, object-based design makes it possible to integrate

applications on a system-wide level.

The most commonly used object-oriented programmin.g language is C++, a modified version
of the widely-used C language. Because of this associataon with C, developers can ease the
migration process to the OOP environment. While initial development efforts in C++ offers some
advantages over procedural languages, the real payoff for OOP development comes when programs
have to be maintained, expanded, or ported to other platforms. The increased importance of cross-
platform development in a networked setting also provides a strong impetus for moving toward
OOP. When an application outgrows the machine for which it was designed, an almost inevitable
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outcome,being able to port functionality or entire programs quickly and easily from one
environmentto thenexttakesonahighpriority.

The decisionto switch to developingapplicationsusingobject-orientedtechnologycanbe
very difficult. Thereare still many softwareprogrammerswho were trained in developing
applicationsusingprocedural-basedlanguages,andareunfamiliarwith thestructuresof the OOP
paradigm- includingobjects,classes,polymorphism,andinheritance.Retrainingprogrammersin
OOPcantake,on average,sixmonths,which canbevery costlyandimpactcurrentdevelopment
schedules.Anotherconcernfor switchingto OOPis thatobject-orienteddevelopmenttoolsarestill
in shortsupplyfor manyof thehardwareoperatingsystemplatforms.

Paramount in any decision to move toward object technology is the hardware plan.
Corporations that have decided to retain a traditional computing strategy centeredaround
minicomputers or mainframesmay not find the casefor object-orienteddevelopmentvery
compellingfor thetimebeing. GUIs,with all their programmingcomplexities,arenot currentlyan
issueon mainframes.Theexpandinguniverseof GUIsonsmallcomputers,however,encourages
themoveto OOPfor thesemachines.While theprogrammingrequirementsfor mostGUIsdonot
meetthestrict definition for objectorientation,manyaspectsof the object-orientedparadigmare
applicable. This is especiallytrue of theuser interfaceitself, with all of its familiar objects,
including windows,dialogboxes,menus,andicons. Object-orientedlanguagesareanatural for
customizingtheseessentialinterfaceelements.

As OOPtechnologybecomesmorewidespread,third-partyobjectsandobject librarieswill
becomeavailablefor useasbuilding blocksfor new systems,effectively reducing the overall
developmentcosts.Becausetheseobjectlibrarieswill beavailablefor generaluse,theywill be
thoroughlytestedandrobust,thusreducingtheeffort for producttesting.Presently,object-oriented
technologyhasnotbeenfully embracedby corporatedevelopmentteams.Mthough the payoffs for
using OOP techniques appear to be great over the long run, day-to-day business pressures prevent
corporations from changing their development practices.

Despite the difficulties inherent in converting to a new technology, most of the software
industry today sees the object-oriented approach as the preferred direction for future software
development [4]. By its nature, OOP lends itself to development of reusable software components
which will be essential to increase software productivity. To build such reusable components,
however, it will be necessary to have standards in place to ensure that components built at one time
and place will mesh properly with those built elsewhere and perhaps at different times. The Object
Management Group (OMG) is a key industry group that is writing object standards. In 1994, the
group released version 2.0 of its common object request broker architecture (Corba), which defines
the mechanisms by which objects interact, to provide a means of making object names globally
compatible. OMG has also developed other standards covering the naming of objects, relationships
and transactions among objects, and the building of objects for application-related functions
occurring in distributed system applications.

The initial driver for the development of object-oriented components is seen to be various
vertical markets such as the insurance and communications industries. These needs will provide an
opportunity for small independent software vendors who are familiar with the particular markets,
making them competitive in these areas with the software giants, such as Microsoft, Lotus, and
Computer Associates. Systems integrators will also be players as they develop solutions for their
clients. Systemshouse SHL and Andersen Consulting have projects underway to develop reusable
objects for use in vertical markets of interest in the insurance, banking, and telecommunications
industries. These objects are being developed internally or bought from independent software
vendors [5].

Most corporations are actively investigating object-oriented technology; these efforts will
include many strategic pilot applications. Microsoft is developing a cross-platform implementation
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of its ObjectLinking andEmbedding technology. Large-scale object-oriented applications are
being developed, with a significant trend toward platform-independent object-oriented tool kits.
Platform-independent object-oriented development environments will be established as the preferred
strategy for most corporate development teams. Microsoft is leading the way in this area by putting
object technology to use in its Visual C++ and Visual Basic developer's tool kits.

2.1.4 lnteroperability

Several efforts are under way which are intended to encourage the development of software

that can operate on multiple hardware platforms. This process is known as interoperability. Such a
hardware-independent design would reduce software development costs and provide a broader
customer base for applications. Also, software maintenance and enhancement efforts would be
reduced because only one platform would need to be addressed. Software developers, as well as
customers, would greatly benefit from interoperability.

The advantages gained with interoperability are numerous. For developers, the advantages of
such a technology are clear: reduced development, production, and distribution costs; a wider
customer base; and ease of application maintenance and enhancement. Developing one version of

an application that can run on any platform obviously costs much less and requires far fewer
resources than developing a separate version for every supported platform. Production and
distribution of a single product would greatly simplify tracking and inventory operations.

Most important for developers, however, would be the access to new markets that hardware-
neutral software would provide. If a developer's application is capable of running on every
hardware platform, the list of potential customers suddenly expands from users of a few platforms
to users of most or all computer systems. Conversely, competing developers also would have
access to broader markets and those developers who have captured platform-specific markets could

lose the protection afforded by developing for a niche platform. However, the benefits gained from
exposure to the new customers could outweigh the risk of increased competition.

For the user, the benefits of interoperability are equally significant. First, the cost of

applications would decrease due to two factors: reduced development and distribution costs and
increased competition from a larger base of developers. Second, and most important, the user
would gain enhanced flexibility in both business operations and hardware purchasing decisions.

Applications would run on almost all existing hardware platforms providing for greater
intercommunication among users. Also, the user would experience an increase in flexibility for
hardware purchases because the user could purchase the system which offers the best

price/performance specifications.

One effort which is striving to make interoperability viable is the Open Software Foundation

(OSF) Architecture-Neutral Distribution' Format (ANDF). OSF sees ANDF as the key to true
interoperability and is developing a two-part technology that consists of a standard application
development environment and a hardware-specific installation mechanism to facilitate the process.
Products can be developed for this technology, but real commercial development lies in the future;
there are still obstacles to overcome, including the instinct to compete. ANDF can be a reality only
when the industry decides it can benefit more from cooperation than competition.

2.2 FUTURE APPLICATIONS

2.2.1 Rightsizing

It will become increasingly important to ensure compatibility of applications and the platforms

on which they are installed. Rightsizing is the process of moving applications from their current
locations to platforms where they can run more efficiently. This process involves downsizing,
moving from a minicomputer or mainframe platform to a microcomputer platform, or upsizing,
moving from a platform that the application has outgrown. Another definition of downsizing is the
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practice of moving applicationscloser to the end-user; this is the rationale behind terminals

replacing punched cards, as well as client-server architectures replacing mainframes, which is
presently the most common form of downsizing. Computer users, managers, and application
developers will spend much of the 1990s addressing the rightsizing needs of organizations large
and small.

Today's open systems, particularly UNIX reduced instruction set computer (RISC) systems,
can provide performance and value superior to that of mainframes by factors up to six-to-one. In
addition, UNIX RISC systems are improving their price/performance each year by almost 50%,
while mainframes improve by only about 10%. Therefore, the gap between RISC system and
mainframe performance continues to widen. Today's six-to-one RISC system price/performance
edge over mainframes will be next year's ten-to-one edge.

Essentially the same trend drives the evolution of software and peripherals, where open
systems also are overtaking mainframes: UNIX high-volume on-line transaction processing
(OLTP) and data center applications are currently run only by leading edge users. UNIX
throughput is advancing so fast that it is starting to be widely used for high-volume OLTP. Within
the next few years, UNJX will become the mainstream option for OLTP and data center
applications. Also, both relational and object-oriented database management system (DBMS)
products are much more widely available on UNIX open systems platforms than on mainframes.
Another advantage for UNIX systems is that their large disk subsystems have nearly a ten-to-one
cost advantage over their mainframe-based counterparts.

Two strong industry trends have been the driving forces behind these current trends: the
increasing power of commodity microprocessors; and, the computer industry's move to open
systems for solving large-scale business computing problems. For these reasons, many companies
are downsizing their computer resources from mainframes to client-server architectures. Some 80

percent of 75 companies interviewed by Forrester Research report they are increasing downsizing
efforts. More than 70 percent of 300+ U.S. companies surveyed recently by Dataquest are
investigating or have already off-loaded software from mainframes, and more than half regard their
mainframe as a database or file server.

Rightsizing will produce more and more client-server architectures, with these networked

systems consolidating computer resources and applications. Fewer developers will be required to
generate applications. More software packages will be available to the end-user in real time. Fewer

applications will reside on mainframes. Rightsizing will require programmers to develop future
applications with consideration toward scalability; applications will be designed to run on a small
platform, but easily movable to a larger platform as the database size increases, without affecting
functionality or requiting rewrites of the application.

As the 1990s progress, rightsizing promises further productivity improvements as more and
more mission-critical applications are implemented on PCs connected by local-area networks
(LANs), as application portability across multiple platforms becomes easier, and as object-oriented
programming techniques enjoy increasingly widespread use.

2.2.2 Legacy Code

Dealing with applications that are hosted on platforms that are part of outdated system

architectures is a widespread and thorny problem. Many organizations have invested heavily to
develop their current software systems. Many have expended great amounts of time and money in
employee training, software development tools, and hardware development suites. With these

investments, programmers have developed many applications using the past and current
technologies. However, as companies start to use the latest software development processes or
switch from mainframes to client-server architectures, they will be unable to easily integrate their
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previouslydeveloped software modules into these new environments. This software is known as
legacy code.

Ideally, developers would like to be able to easily incorporate previously developed software
into their new applications. By utilizing software from their past development efforts, programmers
would be able to reduce redundant programming efforts, as well as to maintain a common "look-
and-feel" among their applications. Presently, no universal method for porting legacy code to
varying hardware platforms exists. Individual, time consuming efforts must be performed for

porting legacy code to each platform. The future usefulness of legacy code is dependent upon the
development of systems that can easily port this software to a multitude of development
environments and hardware platforms. Current efforts in this direction include the creation of
software reuse libraries for object-oriented code and the development of software reverse-

engineering and re-engineering tools.

2.3 EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES

2.3.1 Software Reuse Libraries

Software reuse libraries offer many benefits and will continue to grow as effective

programming resources for increasing programmer productivity. Over the next decade, the use of
software reuse libraries may become the biggest breakthrough in increasing programmer
productivity. By reusing software designs and models, programmers can greatly reduce software
development time and costs. Ideally, future reuse libraries will contain vast amounts of software
modules whose functions are tailored for specific operations on a variety of hardware platforms.
These reuse libraries would support high levels of reuse and double or triple effective programmer

productivity.

While the concept of software reuse libraries is highly regarded, the general practice of using
these libraries is still in the beginning stages for sottware developers. Some of the main drawbacks
of software reuse libraries include the following issues. Most programmers prefer to design and
build software from scratch over reusing existing software because they believe they can write
software which is tighter, faster, or more elegant than the existing software. Also, the exact function

required by a module may not exist in the available reuse library; thus, the programmer would be
required to design and develop the module from scratch. Programmers fear that reuse libraries will
remove the creativity in software development. However, software development must now be
regarded as a science as opposed to an art form in order to leverage gains from previous software
development efforts into future projects. Programmers must start to develop softvcare with reuse in
mind.

Reuse on a measurable scale starts with reusable component libraries, but it is uncertain how

the component libraries will be created, as well as maintained. Sot_are donated to reuse libraries
must be written with a very high degree of precision; the persons maintaining the sot_ware must be
able to understand the code in case changes to the software are required. In the past, programmers

have been unwilling to donate their software to reuse libraries because they either want to get paid
or want to be assured they will not be responsible for updates or maintenance. In response to this
problem, some companies have formed groups of full-time developers for creating components for
inclusion in software reuse libraries.

In order to assure the success and effectiveness of sot_are reuse libraries, users must obtain

code from these libraries that meets their requirements and performs the specified functions without

any need for customization or correction. Also, reuse libraries must be widely available and easily
accessible to programmers. The success of software reuse libraries as effective resources for
increasing productivity depends greatly upon their acceptance by programmers.
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2.3.2 Total Quality Management (TQM) and Metrics

TQM is a method in which the development process is continuously monitored and corrected

in order to produce the highest quality products; solutions to problems are continuously
incorporated into the development process. Most information system (IS) organizations have
implemented basic quality tracking programs in which fundamental tests are performed; however,

little progress has been made in modifying their development processes as a result of these quality
programs. While IS organizations may use TQM in the early stages of program development,
fewer than five percent of IS organizations keep up quality improvement throughout the product life
cycle. Although software developers are pressured to build a new generation of graphical and
distributed applications, little commitment is made to develop quality improvement programs for
streamlining the development effort. The success of TQM efforts will be achieved only through
firm commitment by management. Tests, metrics, and quality measurement tools can be developed
to assess the quality baseline and to measure improvements over a period of time.

Along with increasing pressure to deliver better quality products in shorter time frames and

for less money, IS organizations are having to develop applications utilizing the latest technologies:
client-server architectures and object-oriented technology. These new development paradigms are
impacting quality improvement and measurement methodologies, as well as productivity. The
increased demand for highly complex systems has put a great burden upon software developers.
Although developers have increased their productivity through the use of advanced development
tools, the increased demand for complex systems have masked their growth in productivity.

The main problem with implementing TQM programs is that change is required, which can be

very painful and lengthy. To effectively implement TQM into the development process,
management must develop a comprehensive implementation plan, which may call for a ten year
effort to completely incorporate TQM into the development process. Management is usually
reluctant to sign up to any plan which has a great length of time before a return on their investment

can be realized. The easiest way to convince management to implement TQM programs is to
determine the cost breakdown for development efforts, which include: effort for initial development,
detecting errors, and repairing errors. This data is not hard to track, and in most cases, is already
available through project management systems that track walk-throughs, reviews, and defect rates.
An average IS organization can spend from 40 percent to 50 percent of the their budget on fixing
defects caused by poor quality.

To combat behaviors such as the "code or die" syndrome that seem to sabotage the drive
toward quality, Coopers & Lybrand modified their four-phase TQM methodology -- assessment,
planning, process improvement and integration -- to suit the tenets of software engineering. The
centerpiece of the assessment phase is to develop metrics that assess the quality baseline, and to
measure improvements over time. These metrics should be tailored specifically to the key quality
issues of each organization. NASA has developed a method for determining the appropriate quality
issues to be measured. This technique is called goal-question-metric (GQM), and is used to refine
individual components of key quality issues, and ultimately the metrics that might be derived from
them. The second phase, planning, is based on determining the direction which the organization
wants to pursue by incorporating the highest-priority quality issues. The "plan" developed is
actually a short list of things to do over the next six months, and contains the greatest near-term
opportunities to increase quality. Process improvement, the third phase, determines, through the use
of metrics, which areas of the development process require refinement and what modifications are
required. Finally, the integration phase is used to implement changes to the development process.

As mainframe-based applications shift to distributed architectures, new development
methodologies are required to handle the added complexity. For instance, CASE tools can help to

mitigate the extra layer of complexity added by the new development techniques of GUIs and
client-server architectures. The use of these new complex development tools has made obsolete
traditional software metrics, such as lines of code. In the future, new software metrics and
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productivitymeasurementtoolswill needto bedevelopedin conjunctionwith thenewprogramming
methodologies.

3. RESULTS
3.1 IMPACT OF SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY ON NASA

NASA's OSC will needto developa strategicplan which should include an optimum
migrationpathfor integratingthelatestandprojectedsoftwaredevelopmenttechnologiesinto their
currentdevelopmentprocesses.The strategicplan should include a studyof NASA's current
developmentprocesses,thelatestsoftwaredevelopmenttechnologies,integrationmethodologiesfor
insertingthesenewtechnologies,projectedproductivityimprovementsandreturnsoninvestment,
impacton organizationandmanagementstructures,andeducationandretrainingefforts for the
development teams.

As a result of using these advanced programming techniques, developers have reduced

programming costs and have increased productivity by 10-to- 1 or more over traditional methods.
However, over the next decade, the use of software reuse libraries may become the biggest
breakthrough in increasing programmer productivity.

Programmers will require retraining on most of the new software development technologies.
Retraining programmers to become proficient in these new technologies can take, on average, .six
months, which can be very costly and impact current development schedules. Also, restmctunng
the software development organization can take several years to complete.

3.2 TECHNOLOGY ROADMAP

A technology roadmap, or hypothetical timeline, of the development of software technology

over the next 25 years follows.

1996 - 2000: Companies will develop large-scale object-oriented applications and test

them using strategic pilot studies. There will be increased acceptance of client-server CASE tools
and further development of CASE standards. The first software re-use libraries will be established.

2000 - 2010: CASE, 4GLs, and OOP will merge to form a powerful, efficient software

development environment. Reusable software modules will be increasingly employed. Software
will be more interoperable with other software and platform-independent. Open system
environments will become increasingly common.

2010 - 2020: Client-server architectures will be pervasive in an open-systems environment.

Software will be fully portable with modules transferable among all platforms. Widespread use of
CASE, 4GLs, and OOP will result in mostly machine-generated reusable software.

3.3 FEASIBILITY AND RISK

NASA's OSC should be major participants in the current drive to improve software
productivity. Most of the software development technologies discussed are still in their infancy.
While the current potential of these new technologies may not be fully utilized presently, they still

require more improvements to gain the strong support of most developers and to revolutionize the
entire software development process. The industry will be driving strongly over the next decade
toward developing an open systems environment which will help to further advance the capabilities
of these, as well as projected software development technologies.

Some studies have been made to determine when the advantages of introducing new

methodologies outweigh the disadvantages, but managers are wary of relying on such studies,
because the number of variables is large, and they are hard to control. More data will need to be
accumulated, but it seems clear that benefits will typically be slow to materialize. Several years of
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retrainingandorganizationalrestructuringmightbe required,makingit hardtojustify investment
on a yearly basis. This fact will complicate the budget-justification process for software
development projects within NASA. Methods will need to be developed for justifying investments
over a multi-year period to achieve the long-term benefits. Areas which might show relatively quick
benefits and are fairly well-proven include graphical-oriented GUI development tools, and 4GLs.
Methods requiring long-term investment include OOP, software reuse libraries, and CASE.

NASA can expect that its software contractors will be forced by competitive pressures to
adopt the new methods, since it is clear that traditional software development methods will no longer
be affordable in the future. Besides a reduction in the cost of software development, NASA can
expect to see other major benefits coming from the new technologies, specifically, a substantial
reduction in maintenance costs and a substantial increase in software reliability.
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CHAPTER 3. NEURAL AND FUZZY TECHNOLOGY TRENDS

SUM2VlARY

Future NASA spacecraft and robotic vehicles will be required to be increasingly autonomous,
not only to enable them to operate in remote regions with minimal communications, but also to
reduce the amount of human control so as to reduce operations cost. New methods are sought to
advance the state of the art in autonomous control systems. Some relatively recent technology
innovations are neural networks, fuzzy logic, and hybrid fuzzy-neural systems. These are
sometimes called "soft computing" techniques. This report evaluates the uses of these methods as

applied to autonomous systems, and discusses how they are complementary. Pattern recognition is
found to be the key problem which links these new technologies. •

The artificial neural network (or neural network) is a highly interconnected network of simple
processing elements that has been found to be successful in artificial intelligence applications,
especially pattern recognition. In pattern recognition, neural networks act as iterative search
algorithms for finding a decision boundary in multi-dimensional feature space that separates data
into clusters or classes. Neural network technology cannot be fully exploited unless the algorithms
are implemented in large scale hardware networks. As parallel distributed computing algorithms,
neural networks are suited to massively parallel architectures. The computing elements are
extremely simple, or "fine-grained", and can thus be manufactured on a small scale. Neural
network architectures are very scalable. It is possible to extrapolate the architecture to the molecular
and even atomic scale.

Fuzzy logic is a method of applying a rule-based inference system (or "expert system") to
quanttafive data. Fuzzy logic has been successfully applied to complex control systems for which
analytic solutions do not exist. Neural networks can be combined with fuzzy logic for hybrid
systems to solve problems involving imprecision and uncertainty, such as are central to building
autonomous systems.

1. INTRODUCTION

This report examines neural networks and fuzzy-neural systems as techniques for building
autonomous systems. Neural networks will be examined primarily as a technique supporting
pattern recognition for machine autonomy. Fuzzy logic will be examined as a technology for
automatic control of complex systems, and as a pattern recognition technique.

Neural networks can be informally defined, following Kosko [ 1], as input-to-output "black-
box" approximators. That is, given a training set of input sample data, paired with desired output
responses, the network adapts its internal parameters to give an approximate map of the inputs to
the outputs. After training, when presented with new data, the network interpolates to give a
response consistent with its training. The ability of the network to "learn" is a key advantage for
autonomous systems applications, since it implies an ability to adapt to a changing environment.
Autonomous systems must recognize patterns in their sensor data in real time. Artificial learning is
also important for handling complex environments, since these environments cannot be described in
symbolic or deterministic form. Machines that learn can extract significance from complex sensor
data without human programmers having to anticipate and code for all possible situations in
advance.

Neural networks can be used as estimators for least-squares-error data classification, principal

component analysis for feature extraction, data compression, and system identification for time-
series prediction. The majority of applications of neural networks fall under the category of
classification. The black-box function implemented by the neural network may be interpreted as a
decision boundary or discriminant function in a multi-dimensional feature space. A feature is any
measure used to characterize the signal. Each feature is assigned a dimension in the feature space.
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The decisionboundarypartitionsthe space into regions in which the signal vectors cluster, each
region representing a different class to which the member vectors belong. Neural network
classifiers are mathematically related to statistical pattern recognition techniques, such as the Bayes

optimal classifier.

When implemented in hardware, neural networks are parallel computers. They could be
looked at as the kind of architecture that results from extending the "granularity" of processing to
a limit. That is, the processing elements are reduced to the simplest possible function, and

computation is distributed over a large number of these simple processors. In this architecture the
connections assume greater importance. The connections themselves are processing elements.

Signals passing along the connections are attenuated or amplified by differing amounts depending
on an adjustable parameter called the weight of the connection. The weights can be thought of as
storage elements in that the information that defines the estimated function resides in the weights.

The simple nature of neural network processing elements makes them one of the few architectures
capable of being scaled to an extreme of miniaturization, since for a given manufacturing
technology and a given feature size, the simpler the processing element, the smaller it can be
manufactured.

Fuzzy logic is an extension of set theory that allows sets with degrees of membership, or in
other words sets with "fuzzy" rather than "crisp" boundaries. The degree of membership is
described by a continuous function called the membership function. For example, in traditional set
theory, a "crisp" set, labeled "fast" might be defined to include all automobiles traveling faster
than 55 miles per hour. In fuzzy logic, a car traveling at 70 miles per hour might be defined to have
80 percent membership in the category of "fast", and 20 percent membership in the category
"slow". Fuzzy logic has been successfully applied to complex control problems. It allows the
designer to avoid seeking an analytic solution which may or may not exist, and instead to apply
linguistic rules to continuously-valued sensor data. A fuzzy controller is essentially an expert
system, a set of if-then rules, with the capability of being able to handle multiple simultaneous
(ambiguous) rule-firings. The input sensor data activate multiple rules simultaneously, but the
action of each is weighted according to a continuous-valued membership function, and the multiple
results are combined into a single interpolated result. Fuzzy methods have led to new uses for
neural networks in control systems. Neural networks can be used to extract the rules used by the

fuzzy controller from the raw data, rather than requiring a human expert to provide the rules.

2. LONG-RANGE TECHNOLOGY TRENDS

2.1 ANALYSIS OF TRENDS

A mathematical model of a biological neuron was first proposed by McCulloch and Pitts in
1943 and was shown to have universal computational properties. The first neural network to

become widely recognized was F. Rosenblatt's single-layer perceptron, invented around 1956.
Rosenblatt also explored multilayer perceptrons with back propagation of errors in the 1950s.
Hardware neural networks were built in the early years, such as for example that built by Joseph, et

al. [2] in 1962o The number of research papers in the neural network field exploded in the early
1980s, prompted partly by a lack of success in the more mainstream fields of artificial intelligence,
and partly by new successes in demonstrating the power of neural networks. In the 1990s, the field
has continued to grow. While most research focuses on algorithms and sol,are implementations,
there is a significant amount of work on hardware implementations, mostly involving VLSI
prototypes with multiple neural processors on a single chip. Other approaches include analog
signal processing methods and photonic computing. The hardware implementations follow the
trendlines of solid state technology in general.

In a hardware implementation, a neural network is a massively parallel processor in which the
processors are massively interconnected. The network is built up from several simple building
blocks: the processing elements, often called neurons or nodes, the connections, and the weights,
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often called synapses. Figure 3-1 shows an example of the forward signal flow through
connectionsatonenetworknode. (A separatesetof connections would handle the feedback signal
flow.) The node or neuron performs a sum-of-products function, followed by a thresholding or
"activation" function. The nodes may be interconnected according to a variety of network
topologies, with global or local connections, with single or multiple layers, and with or without
feedback. Some of the most important network types are discussed in greater detail in the
Appendix following this section.

}ses
neuron/node

output

x Yl

X

inputs
threshold/activation function

Figure 3-1. Neural Network Processing Element

Neural networks typically have two modes of operation: the training mode and the retrieval
mode. In training mode the weights are made to relax to a state that minimizes the estimation error
of the network through an adaptive search process called learning. Each network type has at least
one distinct learning rule. To implement the learning rule, the network may be configured in a
connection topology that is different from the retrieval mode topology. For example, for the
multilayer perception using the back propagation algorithm, in training mode, estimation errors are
fed back to the previous layer, where they are used to calculate new values of the weights. During
retrieval mode the feedback paths are not used.

This architecture mimics the neurological structure of the brains of living organisms. The
ultimate goal of neural network research is to be able to imitate some of the capabilities of living
creatures such as recognizing recurring stimuli and understanding the sensory environment to a
level sufficient to survive in that environment. The exploration of neural network architectures has
led to some understanding of how the brain functions, but it is by no means certain that this
approach will yield a full understanding. Aside from fundamental theoretical issues, there is the
problem of sheer complexity. Present day technology does not permit the construction of neural

networks even approaching the level of complexity of the human brain. A comparison of
electronics technology with the human brain is shown in Table 3-1 [3].

Even though living organic neural synapses are a million times slower than silicon electronic
devices, the human brain is estimated to perform 1016 operations per second compared to a

supercomputer's 10 9 operations per second. At the same time the brain only consumes 10 -15 joules

per operation compared to an electronic device's 10 -7 joules per operation. Carver Mead [4] is
attempting to find explanations for the brain's immensely dense structure. His investigations
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Table3-1. AnalogVLSI vs.Digital VLSI ComputingPerformanceComparison

Computation densi_ (MCS*/cu.ft.)

Conventional digital 10 0.2

Special-purpose digital 0.1 10

Dedicated digital 0.002 40

Dedicated analog 2x10 "5 4000

Human brain 10 "10 1011

* MCS = Million connection updates per second.

have led him to explore analog VLSI implementations of neural networks as a means of increasing
device density. He hypothesizes that part of the explanation for the brain's performance is analog
computation. Mead's artificial retina is an analog hardware neural network computer that has a
10,000-to-1 power consumption advantage over an equivalent digital computer. The implication is
that analog computing allows a much higher device density, since power dissipation is a limiting
factor in the ultimately achievable density. However, some experts caution that the power advantage
of analog representations is highly dependent on the type of operation that is being performed [5].

While it is not possible to approach the complexity of the human brain with today's
technology, there are some critical applications that are within reach of a full hardware
implementation. Current development work is focusing on building massively parallel neural
processors for real-time image pattern recognition that can be used for smart imaging sensors to be
used on robotic vehicles such as missiles, unmanned aerial vehicles, or robotic surface rovers. The
most common approach is to build a neural computer, based on custom VLSI chips that contain
multiple processors, where each processor performs the calculations for one network node or
neuron. A variety of prototypes have been described in the literature in recent years. A sample of
these efforts is summarized in Table 3-2, below. There is not necessarily a trend in these data, other
than the improvement in the underlying chip technology. It is difficult to directly compare the
various chip designs directly because oft_he wide variations in architectures used. For example,
some designers choose very simple integer-processing neurons, whereas others have implemented
more general floating-point processors.

VLSI implementations are not very scalable to higher numbers of neurons. It is difficult to
increase the number of neurons and connections beyond a certain point because chips are limited in

the number of on-chip and chip-to-chip connections. This is due to the fundamental limits of a 2-
dimensional architecture. To scale beyond a certain point, one of two alternative strategies must be

adopted. One strategy is to pursue development of locally connected architectures, or cellular
networks, in which neurons are connected only to local neighbors. In this class of network, of
which Mead's neural retina is an example, the number of connections scales linearly with the
number of neurons. For more general networks, however, the number of connections scales as the

square of the number of neurons, so that a 3-dimensional architecture must be developed. Three
dimensional architectures usually require some form of photonic computing, because photonic
methods allow 3-dimensional network interconnection. In photonic architectures, parallel signals
can be launched from 2-dimensional arrays and propagated through a free-space third dimension.
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Table 3-2. VLSI neural network Chips

Develo_r Complexi _ty

C. Mead, et al. 8K neurons
(Cal Tech)

A. Chaing, et al.
(MIT Lincoln)

500 neurons, 64K weights

M. Holler, et al.
(Intel)
Mitsubishi

64 neurons, 8K weights

336 neurons, 28K weights

H.P. Graf, et al.
(Bell labs)

54 neurons, 3K weights

G. Works, et al.
(SAIC)

8 neurons, 64 weights

Hughes 32 neurons, 1K weights

Adaptive Solutions 64 neurons

3 micron
analog CMOS

analog CCD

1 micron CMOS

2.5 micron CMOS

1 micron CMOS

Performance

50 frames/see.

5x109 cps*

1010 cps

1010 cps

10 MI-Iz clock

40 MHz clock

100K patterns/see.

1010 multiply-
acctmmlate
operations per
second

* Connection updates per second

Neural networks appear to be a candidate architecture for scaling massively parallel computers
to the million-processor level. To build million-processor computers requires hundreds to
thousands of processing elements per chip and thousands of chips. To build even hundreds of
processors per chip requires extremely simple processors. Neural networks use very simple
processing elements, and thus may be suitable. However, neural networks require extremely dense
interconnectivity, leading to the need for solutions such as optical interconnection. Figure 3-2
shows the possible evolution of multiprocessor chips, and compares the density over time of several
different technologies. In the near term, there are digital chips with multiple neural processors.

An early photonic implementation of a neural network (a Hopfield type) was an analog vector-
matrix multiplier using incoherent light [6]. The input layer consisted of a linear array of light-
emitting diodes (LEDs), and the output was a linear array of photodetectors. The light from each
LED was spread by means of anamorphic optics to fall on one column of a 2-dimensional array
binary mask. Those pixels of the mask representing a weight of+l were transparent, so that light

passing through represented a multiplication by a weight of +1. Those pixels representing a weight
of 0 were opaque, so that the lack of light in this optical path represented multiplication by 0. The
final summation of all the weighted products was accomplished by focusing the light through
another anamorphic lens system to the linear array of photodetectors. Each photodetector received
the weighted sum from one row of the weight mask.

This architecture can in principle be extended to moderate network sizes (approximately 1000
neurons), but is ultimately limited because of the 1-dimensional nature of the input array. In order
to scale to larger networks, it is necessary to implement 2-dimensional input and output arrays. To
do this, instead of one 2-dimensional optical mask, a set of 2-dimensional optical masks is needed,
one for each input row. This implies that some form of multiplexing is needed. The commonly
accepted solution is angular multiplexing. This can be accomplished by means of a volumetric
phase hologram operating on coherent light. A volumetric phase hologram can theoretically
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Figure 3-2. Evolution of Multi-processor Integrated Circuits

achieve an arbitrary mapping from a set of coherent plane wavefronts impinging on the hologram
from different angles to any desired set of plane wavefronts at another set of angles emanating from
the other side of the hologram. Unfortunately, the practical implementation of such volumetric

holograms is still in the fundamental materials research phase. The materials characteristics
required for this function are identical to those required for successful volumetric holographic
storage. The most promising materials for both applications appear to be photorefractive crystals.
The long-term target for photonic and optoelectronic implementation complexity is 10 5 to 10 6

neurons with 1010 interconnections [7].

2.2 FUTURE APPLICATIONS

NASA's OSC is interested in reducing costs by using AI to automate operations. For

example, the more autonomous a spacecraft is, the more mission control operations could be
simplified. Likewise, application of AI to mission control itself could reduce the staff required to
support missions. In this section we will focus on applications suited to autonomous robotic
spacecraft and ground vehicles, including both on-board and ground-based control portions.
Methods that can be applied to building autonomous systems include:

• Pattern recognition and feature extraction

• Automated fault diagnosis

• Image analysis

• Advanced memories

• Fast optimization

• Advanced controllers.
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2.2.1 Pattern Recognition and Feature Extraction

There are many applications of pattern recognition that can be applied to automating NASA's
OSC systems. Pattern recognition, especially as applied to sensor data and imagery, is fundamental
to the implementation of autonomous vehicles and autonomous control systems. A primary
function of pattern recognition for space systems is the classification of sensor data into meaningful
sets that enable an autonomous controller to make decisions based on its environment and the state

of its own resources. Automatic recognition such as this permits the construction of both intelligent
controllers for spacecraft and automated expert assistants for ground control. Many recently
designed spacecraft incorporate this kind of automation to some degree.

Neural networks are primarily pattern recognizers. In particular, the multilayer perceptron has
been found to be a highly practical and universal parallel computing architecture for implementing
many proven statistical pattern recognition techniques. The paradigm for statistical classifiers is the
Bayes classifier algorithm. The back propagation multilayer perceptron neural network can
calculate the least mean squares approximation to the Bayes discriminant function, and thus can be
used as a Bayes classifier. One study showed that the two methods generally have comparable
results, but that back propagation may be preferred when the statistical properties of the input data
are unknown [8]. Another study compared a back propagation multilayer perceptron to two
standard non-Bayes classification techniques, a minimum-mean-distance classifier and a nearest-
neighbor classifier. The multilayer perceptron outperformed the minimum-mean-distance classifier
and performed as well as the nearest-neighbor classifier under noiseless conditions, but
outperformed both of the other classifiers under noisy conditions. It was also found that the
computational complexity for the neural network was 100 times less than for the nearest-neighbor
classifier [9].

An important part of pattern recognition is feature extraction, the problem of finding a
representation of a given set of data which best captures the signature or discriminatory features of
the data, while eliminating uninformative data. This process is a prerequisite for solving the
classification problem. Feature extraction is usually done "by hand" using intuition and prior
knowledge of the data. While there are no general rules for feature extraction, certain techniques
have been developed over the years to automate the process. Multilayer perceptrons have been
applied to these techniques. In particular, a perceptron can implement principal component analysis,
an important tool in data analysis for feature extraction. Application of this method allows one to
find the most important features of the data by rotation of the coordinate system. In the perceptron
implementation, the input and output gaining vectors of the network are identical. The hidden layer
of the network has fewer nodes than either the input or output layers. The network is therefore
constrained to find a data-compressed representation of the information contained in the input
vector [10].

2.2.2 Automatic Fault Diagnosis

An example of how neural networks might perform pattern recognition for automating future

spacecraft operations is a combined neural network and expert system satellite downlink fault
analyzer developed by Science Applications International Corporation. In the downlink that was
studied, different sources of external interference or internal faults generated different bit error

patterns. The neural network was trained to recognize or classify the error patterns, and the
classification decisions of the neural network were input to a diagnostic expert system for a final
decision on the cause of the problem. This architecture appears to be suited to a wide variety of

applications for automating operations. The neural network part of the system reduces the data, and
converts complex data sets to symbols standing for classes of phenomena. These symbols can then
be manipulated by expert systems, fuzzy expert systems, decision trees, case-based reasoning, or
other symbolic AI techniques to derive inferences about the patterns, and to arrive at decisions. The
classifications made by neural networks may be inherently fuzzy. The output of a neural network
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can therefore be a natural match to a fuzzy logic system. In these approaches, the neural network is

a means of finding hidden patterns in complex data.

Another example of automated fault diagnosis is diagnosis of mechanical systems by means
of vibration signature. Neural networks have been used successfully for acoustic signature
recognition. The low sampling rate for acoustic data makes it relatively easier to build real-time
neural network analyzers for this application. When faults can be predicted by means of a telltale
acoustic signature, a neural network can be trained to "recognize" such a signature. The signature
can be extracted through the training process even if not readily observable to the human observer.

2.2.3 Image Processing

Image classification is an important category for neural network applications since the large
dimensionality of images demands massively parallel computing such as can be provided by neural
network architectures, in order to achieve real-time results. Some recent examples of neural

network methods applied to satellite imagery analysis are described below.

A paper presented at a recent NASA conference [11] reports on a probabilistic neural network
for image segmentation and compares the performance to a Gaussian maximum-likelihood
classifier and a back propagation multilayer perceptron. The probabilistic neural network has much

faster training characteristics than the other two approaches, along with higher accuracy than the
maximum-likelihood classifier, but lower accuracy than the multilayer perceptron. It has inferior

classification speed and high memory requirements, since it must store the entire exemplar set.
These characteristics have led the authors to propose it for use in dynamic imaging.

Another paper [12] reports on a minimum misclassification error neural network and
compares it to the standard back propagation approach. The authors apply it to multispectral earth
imagery pixel classification, and fmd a significant improvement in error rate using their approach.

A third paper [13] is representative of the trend toward the use of hybrid systems. The
system used two neural networks and merged the results of the two with a third type of network.
One network is a standard back propagation multilayer perceptron. The second network is a neural

network implementation of a binary decision tree. Binary decision trees are a standard hierarchical

pattern classification technique, but the use of neural networks to implement them is a recent
development. This system was applied to processing of data from a multiple spectral band passive
microwave radiometer flown aboard the Defense Meteorological Satellites. The performance from

combined independent classifiers gave 94 percent accuracy compared to 80 percent and 88 percent,

respectively, for the two networks operating separately.

Attractor networks similar to the Hopfield network and the Boltzmann machine (see

Appendix) have been applied to problems such as "early vision", that part of image pattern
recognition in which a possible object is extracted from background and foreground. An attractor
network algorithm can be used to find a fast solution to a maximum a posteriori conditional
probability estimate of the object's surface. Successes with this technique have been considered to
be a breakthrough for applications such as automatic target recognition [14].

A related problem is texture segmentation. Texture segmentation is the automatic partitioning
of an image into contiguous texture regions. Texture segmentation is a major research topic in the
field of pattern recognition and image processing, and has many applications such as for image
compression and object extraction. Texture segmentation is of particular interest to NASA, since it
is a popular and well-established means of automatically classifying multispectral remote sensing
imagery according to image content [10]. The diversity of neural network architectures has proven
to be fertile ground for exploring fine-grained parallel models of the human visual system. Neural
network models of texture segmentation are useful for validating early vision hypotheses, since it is
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found that such simulations can recreate characteristics of the human early vision processing.
These results are important for progress in robotic vision systems [8].

2.2.4 Advanced Memories for Robotics

The interest in the Hopfield neural network as an associative memory (see Appendix) was
spurred mainly by the fact that memories which operate by associative recall are needed to support
artificial intelligence and robotics, since these applications require information to be recalled based
on the cues derived from the status of the artificial agent, rather than by item-by-item search of a
database. For example, robotic rovers will benefit from a kind of memory which recalls information
based on similarity to the rover's current surroundings as measured by its various sensors. This
kind of associative recall is useful for databases containing non-symbolic information such as
images, since the information can be recalled based on content rather than index information which
cannot adequately describe the content.

Networks of the Hopfield type seem to be a preferred architecture for those exploring

alternatives for very high density storage because of the analogy with spin glasses. Spin glasses
can be thought of as storing information at the atomic scale in the form of the spin states of the

atoms. Use of the mathematics of spin glasses to solve computational problems was first done by
Scott Kirkpatrick, an originator of one of the spin glass models, and his colleagues at IBM. Their
method is called simulated annealing. At about the same time, John Hopfield invented his network
using similar mathematics to show that analogs of spin glass systems could perform both storage
and computation [15].

While use of the Hopfield network as a practical content-addressable memory remains a
laboratory exercise, there is a substantial body of opinion which holds that this is a promising
model for computation at the molecular and atomic scale. The reasoning is that since the Hopfield
network shows that disordered arrays of simple on-off elements can perform useful computational.
functions, and since spin glasses are also arrays of units with binary spin states, it may someday be
possible to use spin glasses as atomic-scale computers and storage devices. At the forefront of
research in this field is the work being done on spin glass materials, with an aim toward using these
materials for storage and computation. A recent article discusses the work ofP. Chandra at NEC
Corp. whose goal is storage at the atomic scale, with the spin states of individual atoms representing
bits of data [ 16].

2.2.5 Fast Optimization

Planning and scheduling of resources are fundamental activities of autonomous systems.
Schedules are detailed implementations of plans. An intelligent controller would be able to derive a
schedule from a plan. A more advanced controller would be able to create plans given a set of
goals. Neural networks can play a role as a component in planning and scheduling. An important
part of many planning and scheduling problems is the optimum allocation of resources. The
traveling salesman problem is a mathematical generalization of a class of resource assignment
optimization. The problem may be briefly stated as finding the shortest route that connects a set of
N sites to be visited. This involves minimizing an energy or cost function associated with traveling
the route, where the number of possible routes grows combinatorially with N. The traveling
salesman problem arises in many aerospace applications such as assigning multiple targets to
multiple interceptors, calculating tracks for multiple radar targets [ 17], and for multi-sensor fusion,
which is the problem of correlating tracks from multiple sensors [18]. The Hopfield neural
network has been shown to be able to find good approximate solutions to the traveling salesman

problem very quickly.

Kohonen feature map networks (see Appendix) can also be applied to the traveling salesman
problem. In this approach, the Kohonen network maps a 2-dimensional coordinate plane

containing the coordinates of the sites to be visited to a 1-dimensional ring, which represents the
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tourto betaken.Trainingmakestheweights converge toward values equal to the coordinates of the
sites, while the topology-preserving property assures that the distance between adjacent points on
the ring represents input coordinates that are also close together. Pictorially, the behavior of the
network shows the ring behaving like a rubber band that gradually stretches to touch all the sites to
be visited while keeping the amount of stretching to a minimum. For this reason it has been called

an elastic ring method [19].

2.2.6 Advanced Controllers

Fuzzy logic has been shown to be an important advance in the field of control systems. The
success in applying fuzzy logic to consumer electronic devices, such as video cameras, ovens,
washing machines, and air conditioners, has been well-publicized. Less well-publicized are
successes in vehicle control problems such as for automatic trains, the docking of ships, and
helicopter control. Fuzzy logic is useful for designing control systems for complex systems which
are difficult or expensive to model by means of more traditional mathematics. It allows the
application of fuzzy categories that are intuitive, such as fast/slow, hot/cold, small/large, along with
intuitive human concepts of control, providing a "user-friendly" analysis tool for complex control

problems.

Fuzzy controllers have been shown to give better control performance than traditional
controllers for robotic manipulators. The differential equations for a robotic arm are nonlinear, and
require a number of specialized techniques, each one addressing a different part of the solution, but
none totally complete. Fuzzy logic allows for the design of a simple controller, without the need for
a complete mathematical solution. In a recent demonstration [20] a fuzzy controller outperformed a
proportional controller. It was able to move the robotic arm between two points smoothly without
overshoot. The proportional controller exhibited overshoot and was unable to correct for the
smallest incremental errors, whereas the fuzzy controller was able to move by the amount of a single
minimum increment.

Perhaps the most sophisticated fuzzy control system built to date is the work of Dr. Michio
Sugeno of the Tokyo Institute of Technology. This is a controller for a model helicopter using a
fuzzy expert system consisting of 384 rules derived from the mathematics of helicopter motion and
the expertise of helicopter pilots. The difficulty of this problem and the success of fuzzy logic in
solving it validates the power of the technique [21 ].

2.3 EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES

Neural networks can be combined with fuzzy logic to improve the ability of the system to
handle objects or classes with fuzzy boundaries, which includes most real-world AI problems.

2.3.1 Fuzzy Pattern Recognition

A fuzzy approach to the weighing of evidence was applied to pattern recognition [22]. The
researcher constructed a fuzzy rule-base for logically weighing and combining elements of
evidence. This rule-base is a general procedure for quantitative evaluation of evidence. The

procedure was then applied to alphanumeric character recognition. The elements of evidence for
characters were the presence or absence of features such as line segments, arcs, angles, and
connection locations. Each character exemplar was defined by a template consisting of a set of

such features. Fuzzy quantization was used, such as long segments, slightly sloping segments, or a
connection located roughly in the middle. These fuzzy labels were applied to overlapping ranges of

quantitative measures, which is typical of fuzzy applications.

2.3.2 A Fuzzy Neural Network

Simplified Fuzzy ARTMAP (SFAM) [23] is a recently developed neural network that trains
very quickly compared to back propagation neural networks, and, unlike the latter, has only one
user-defined parameter. It is therefore much easier to use than a back propagation neural network,
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whilebeinganequallycapablegeneralpatternclassifier.It makesuseof fuzzylogic to simplify its
internalmathematicaloperations.Thenameof thisnetwork derivesfrom its history. Theterm
adaptiveresonancetheory(ART) wasthenamegivento a classof unsupervisedlearningnetworks
developedby CarpenterandGrossbergto whichtheylaterappliedfuzzytechniques,hencetheterm
"fuzzy ARTMAP". Recently,thearchitecturewasfurthersimplified,resultingin the SFAM.

As SFA_Mistrained,it automaticallydecideswhetherto classifyanewpatternasamemberof
anexistingclass,or to createanewclass,andaddnewweightsandconnectionsto accommodatethe
new class. It thereforeadjustsits own sizeto accommodatethe data,sothat no guessworkis
requiredby theuserasto what the propersizeshouldbe. Fuzzylogic is usedin decidinghow
closeamatchexistsbetweenthetrainingdatapatternandits exemplar.Fuzzylogic is alsousedin
theweightupdaterole. Specifically,a fuzzy AND is used,which consistsof simply selectingthe
minimumof thetwo operands.This simple operation is claimed to result in performance equal to
that of more complex learning mles. In this case fuzzy logic is not used with a fuzzy mle base as in
most applications, but rather is used to enhance the performance of an existing neural network
architecture.

2.3.3 A Fuzzy Neuro-Controller

For well-understood control problems, the fuzzy logic method may be easy to apply, but for
more complex situations, the method runs into two practical difficulties. First, it is necessary to
implement a control strategy in terms of specific rules. This may be difficult to do for a system
whose behavior is not fully known, or for which there is no human expertise, or is described by a
large quantity of data that is difficult to comprehend intuitively. Second, it is usually necessary to
fme-tune the membership functions based on trial and error. It may be very difficult to determine
how to do this fine-tuning from the analysis of the raw data describing the fuzzy controller's
performance. A recent article describes how neural networks may be applied to these problems in a
combined neural network and fuzzy controller, or "fuzzy neuro-controller" [24]. The result is a
network that not only solves these problems, but is capable of adjusting from experience.

The system described by the author consists of two steps, each performed by a different
neural network. The first step is to find the rule base for the fuzzy controller by analysis of input
and output data pairs. This is done by means of a two-stage neural network. The first stage is a
Kohonen self-organizing map, which finds centroids of clusters of the data. These clusters
represent the fuzzy sets. Since a Kohonen net can only achieve sub-optimal clustering, a second
stage consisting of a Kohonen learning vector quantization network, improves the cluster definition.
The resulting clusters are used to derive rules relating outputs to inputs.

In the second step, a fuzzy controller is implemented as a six-layer back propagation neural
network. Each step in the fuzzy logic method can be translated to an equivalent neural network

operation. The neural network architecture allows the system to be trained using back propagation
learning. This allows the network to fine-tune its fuzzy membership functions over time, as it is

exposed to additional real-world data.

3. RESULTS

3.1 IMPACT OF NEURAL AND FUZZY TECHNOLOGY ON NASA

In general, AI will be an enabling technology for NASA. It will allow things to be done that
could not be done otherwise. Applied to real-time control problems for spacecraft and robotic
vehicles, AI will make these vehicles more autonomous. Vehicle autonomy will allow robotic
exploration of environments where it is too dangerous or too expensive to send human beings. AI
applied to complex control problems will allow new kinds of aerospace vehicles to be built such as
single-stage-to-orbit reusable vehicles.
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Neuralnetworkscanbeconsideredto beacategoryof AI. Neuralnetworksprovidepowerful
tools for analyzingcomplex datasetsderivedfrom sensorsoperatingin the real world without
resortingto modelsof theworld. In this sensetheydiffer from otherAI methodswhich oftenstart
out fromtheassumptionof amodel.

While thereis anenormousamountof researchin thefield of neuralnetworks,mostof it still
hasanacademicorientation.Manyof theneuralnetworksthathavebeenappliedcommerciallyare
smallnetworks.Neuralnetworksareexpectedto comeinto their ownin applicationswherelarge,
real-timenetworksareneeded,butthehardwaretechnologyis notyetavailablefor this.

Sinceneuralnetworksaregeneralscalableparallelalgorithms,theywill contributeto the
expansionof applicationsfor parallelcomputers.Thewidevarietyof applicationsto which neural
networkshavebeensuccessfullyappliedis anindicationthatit is worthwhileto pursuethescaling
of parallelismto millions of processingunits.

Neuralnetworksmayhavealargeimpactononeof NASA's biggestproblems,which is the
largeamountof imagedatathatwill begeneratedfromlow earthorbitingremotesensingsatellites.
Neural networksarebeingproposedasa meansfor automatedclassificationof terrain regions
within images. Neuralnetworkswill thereforeprobablyhavea majorinfluenceon thedesignof
futureparallelimageprocessingcomputers,andonthedesignof softwarefor thesecomputers.

As statedearlier,fuzzy logic technologyis primarily appliedto designingcontrol systems.
Sincemost fuzzy control algorithmsaresimplerthantheir equivalenttraditionalcontrollers,they
canbeeasilyimplementedin single-chipmicrocontrollers.Thesuccessandincreasingpopularity
of this methodareindicative of atrend,andit seemscertainthatfuzzy controllerswill appearin
manyfutureNASA projects.At leastsomeaspectsof fuzzycontrolwill beginto beusedin control
systemsfor spacecraft,antennagimbals,and robots, for example. Of interest to NASA is a
Japaneseprojectto designafuzzy controllerfor helicopters[21]. Thisprojectindicatesthatfuzzy
controllerscouldbeappliedto manyaircraftandspacecral_controlproblems.

We havealsoseenthatprinciplesof fuzzy logicarebeingincorporatedintoneuralnetworks.
This effort is producing simplificationsto the existing algorithms,which hasa corresponding
impactonprocessingspeed.Also,neuralnetworkscansortdatainto overlappingclustersthatare
essentiallyfuzzy sets,andthuscanbeusedasapre-processingstagefor fuzzy processing.This
approach may allow fuzzy methods to be applied to more complex systems for which a rule set
does not exist.

Fuzzy logic appears to offer real benefits for certain kinds of problems. There is an
indication that it can be successfully applied to difficult nonlinear control problems that have not

fully yielded to traditional methods. There are also indications that the concept of fuzzy set
membership allows one to process a large class of real-world domains which have an inherent
uncertainty or "fuzziness". Human intelligence does not seem to use rigorous quantization of the

signals it receives. In character recognition quasi-topological features have been shown to be
successful, that is, features that have both a fuzzy metric aspect and a topological aspect. Features

may vary in size, orientation, or be slightly distorted. Features may vary slightly in location. The
concept of fuzzy sets seems to capture at least one aspect of this variability. It will therefore
become an essential tool in the further development of "machine intelligence" systems. It may
also serve to inspire new approaches to handling the variability encountered in AI problems.

3.2 TECHNOLOGY ROADMAP

The following is a preliminary technology roadmap, or possible timeline of major

developments in the field of neural networks and fuzzy-neural systems over the next 25 years.
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1996-2000:During thisperiod,neuralnetworkswill increasinglybeintegratedinto complex
sensor-basedand autonomoussystems.The next few yearswill seean increasein the useof
hybrid systems,that is, combinationsof neuralnetworksandexpertsystems,fuzzy logic, genetic
searchalgorithms, decision trees, and others. Neural networkswill be used as a front-end
processorto sortnoisy datainto classesfor processingby adifferentform of AI. Anotherform of
hybridwill analyzedataby parallelindependentalgorithmsandcombinetheindependentdecisions
to achievehigherperformance(datafusion).

An important advance for neural networks will be the migration to low-cost, real-time
commercial applications. Inexpensive, high performance (hundreds of MIPS) processors will be an
enabling technology for this advance. Improvements in user-friendliness will be required to help
determine which networks to apply in what circumstances, how to relate different data clustering

configurations to network size and type, how to determine the hidden layer size, and how to verify
performance given a limited training set.

Fuzzy logic will become more widely recognized and more widely understood as a powerful
tool for AI applications. It will be in routine use by engineers for the design of control systems, for
improving the performance of knowledge-based systems, and for "fuzzifying" data sets in pattern
classification problems. New applications will proliferate. Neural networks may improve the ease
of use of fuzzy methods. More powerful and general fuzzy methods may be discovered.

2000-2010: Massively parallel computers will be used on-board spacecraft. Early-vision
massively parallel processors will be built in to image sensors for remote sensing and robotic
exploration. More advanced neural network-based autonomous systems that can learn to recognize
objects and navigate through a complex environment will be developed. Such networks will need
the capability to "grow" and "prune" themselves in a dynamic environment, and to learn "on the
fly". Networks will take into account multiple sources of information for object recognition,
including especially object segmentation based on cues from motion, perspective, and color.

In terms of implementation, hardware architectures will follow two main strategies: two
dimensional architectures for locally-connected networks for image processing, and 3-dimensional
architectures for both locally- and globally-connected architectures. Locally-connected
architectures may be adequate for most early-vision processing problems. On-chip parallelism will
increase to thousands of neurons per chip.

Fuzzy sets will be a standard data type in software. More powerful and general fuzzy
methods may become widely used. The example of fuzzy logic will propel new methods for
mathematically describing objects that have no exact quantitative description, a set that includes

most objects dealt with by human intelligence.

2010-2020: New technologies may become available for implementing neural networks,

including molecular and atomic scale devices. The validity of neural networks as a model of brain
function may begin to be explored experimentally using massively parallel computing at the
molecular scale. The neural network model will be an important example for the programming of
this technology, since explicit, line-by-line instructions will not be practical for such complex
systems. Photonic methods may come to maturity, and could be used to exploit 3-dimensional
architectures.

3.3 FEASIBILITY AND RISK

The question arises as to merits of neural networks over other approaches. There is evidence
that neural networks are being used in commercial applications where large profits can be made or
lost depending on a few percentage points difference in performance, such as in the field of optical
character recognition. This implies that those in a position to evaluate the commercial usefulness of
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thetechnology,theproductdevelopersthemselves,believethat thereis a true advantage to using
neural networks.

The relative ease of use of neural networks may have to do with the fact that neural networks

are a "brute force" technique that encourages the user to forego the detailed manual analysis of the
data that is typical in statistical pattern recognition [25]. This can be risky, since it sometimes
happens that systems that perform well on training data, perform poorly on new data when there is
an unexpected and undesired feature on which the network has converged. In this sense, neural
networks can exhibit brittleness, as do all other forms of AI. Neural networks do not relieve the

designer from the need to be familiar with the proper_es of his data sets.

Although neural networks may suffer from brittleness in a certain sense, there is another
sense in which neural network decisions are potentially more robust than expert systems. They
have the ability to make correct decisions in the presence of noise. They also have the property that
since computation is diswibuted among a large number of units, the loss of any one path or unit will
not necessarily have a big impact on the final output. Neural networks also have the interesting
advantage of being applicable to both the feature extraction problem and the classification problem,
both essential parts of pattern recognition.

Much remains to be done in the theoretical arena. Given the profusion of neural network
types, there are no clear guidelines as to which neural networks should be used for a given problem.
There are many pitfalls in using neural networks. A serious problem is that back propagation
networks scale poorly in training time as size increases. This is a manifestation of the fact that
neural networks suffer from the "curse of dimensionality", the combinatorial growth of searches

with respect to input vector dimension common to all pattern recognition problems. There are
information theoretic questions such as determining how much training data is enough to represent
the discriminant function, and how many hidden units are best. There is the problem of visualizing

clusters in multi-dimensional space, and determining whether the network has converged on a valid
decision boundary.

Pattern recognition with neural networks is as much an art as it is using other techniques.
That is, most of the work is taken up in data-specific aspects such as feature selection,
preprocessing, and manual analysis. There are aspects of the pattern recognition problem for which
neural networks are no cure, since they cannot be addressed by any technique. For example, there
is no "best" feature representation. It is theoretically impossible to inspect even a small fraction of
the possible representations. It is also a general problem to decide how many features to use. Nor
is there a "best" classification, since for a given unclassified set of points in a multi-dimensional
space, there is no unique clustering solution. Different clustering algorithms give different clusters.
The best practical approach is to apply several techniques and look for common clusters. Choices
must be made primarily on the basis of intuition, trial and error.

As with any new technology, there is a risk in properly evaluating fuzzy logic's capability and
the range of its proper application. Many grandiose claims have been made regarding fuzzy logic,
but the current applications are fairly limited. The importance of fuzzy logic undoubtedly lies in its
ability to handle data that does not fit into discrete categories.

Besides its strengths, fuzzy logic clearly also has weaknesses. One problem is that one has to
have some set of rules, a "control strategy", prior to using fuzzy logic. This set of rules usually
comes from pre-existing human expertise or intuitive knowledge. Such expertise is not always
available. Furthermore, not all human capability can be described by a set of rules. This has been
the source of many difficulties in the field of AI.

Another weakness is that some of the procedures in the fuzzy method seem arbitrary, such as
the process of defuzzification. This does not prevent it from working well. However, it seems
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possiblethat theremay be somemoregeneralmathematicalmethodthat would not have this
arbitrariness.

A fuzzy controlleroftenrequiresadjustmentof parameterssuchasthemembershipfunction
shapes. This requiresa great deal of experimentaldata, either from simulations or actual
prototypes. Oncethe designerhascollecteda largesetof input-outputdataacquiredfrom such
experimentation,thequestionarises,why notusea neuralnetwork? In otherwords,if oneknows
enough about the systemto simulate its inputs and outputs, is a rule-basedsystemreally
appropriate?Onecouldinsteadtrainaneuralnetworkonthesimulationdata. Thisquestionseems
especiallypertinentin light of thefactthatresearchersaremappingthefuzzy logicmethodto neural
networkarchitectures.

To summarize,the fuzzy logic methodseemssufficiently matureto be of low risk when
appliedto controlproblemsfor whicha controlstrategyis known. Fuzzy logic methods also offer
a means of speeding up and simplifying the design process, while improving performance. For
more complex problems for which a control strategy is not known, it appears that further research
must be done. Outside the realm of fuzzy controllers, the concept of fuzzy sets has proven its
usefulness, particularly as a way of reducing the brittleness of expert systems that operate on
quantitative inputs. It seems certain that many future automated systems that operate on physical
measurements will incorporate some aspect of fuzzy logic. Fuzzy logic offers a new way to deal
with inexact and non-quantitative objects.

APPENDIX.

An Approximation Network: The Multilayer Perceptron

The multilayer perceptron was first proposed in the 1950s, but only became widely used in
the 1980s when a practical learning algorithm called back propagation was widely disseminated. It
can be classified as an approximation network, because it is used primarily to calculate an

approximation to the function describing the training data input to output relationship. The
topology of the multilayer perceptron is illustrated in Figure A-l, which shows a three-layer
network having two hidden layers and one output layer. The input layer is usually not counted

since it performs no function other than fan-out. Each node in the network performs a sum-of-
products function, followed by a nonlinear activation (threshold) function:

Yi = f(Yj wijxj + T),

where Yi = output of ith node

f0 = activation function

wij = weight in the i-jth connection

xj = jth input

T = threshold
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Figure A-1. A Three-Layer Neural Network

Taking all the i nodes together, forming a "layer", the operation is equivalent to a matrix-
vector inner product, i.e.,

Y=f(W-X)

where Y = output vector of the layer

fO = activation function

W = weight matrix

X = input vector

The multilayer perceptron has two modes of operation, a feed-forward mode and a feedback
mode. The feedback mode is the training mode, in which the weights are adjusted toward a

convergent solution based on training data. The multilayer perceptron requires supervised training.
That is, for each training iteration an input vector belonging to a pre-determined class is paired with

the desired output that encodes the correct classification decision. When the input is presented to
the network, the actual output is compared to the desired (training) output to generate an error
measure. This error is fed back into the network to update the weights. The popularity of the
network results from the fact that the back propagation algorithm is a practical method of translating
errors at the output to meaningful error measures at the hidden layers, so that the weights in the
hidden layers can be adjusted. The adjustment is in the direction of the negative gradient of the
global error surface. Back propagation is therefore a type of gradient search algorithm.

The primary application of the multilayer perceptron is as a signal classifier with leaming.
Rosenblatt's original single-layer perceptron has the capability to implement a maximum likelihood
Gaussian classifier, a basic statistical pattern recognition function which finds an optimum decision
boundary between uncorrelated Gaussian-distributed clusters. However, it can only learn planar
boundary functions. Multilayer perceptrons have more general capabilities. With the addition of
one hidden layer, a simple curvilinear boundary can be learned by the network. With two hidden
layers, an arbitrary boundary may be learned [26].
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Besidessignalclassification,the multilayer perceptron is suitable for regression curve fitting,
modeling nonlinear functions, feature extraction, and data compression. Successful applications
include signal classification problems in speech recognition, character recognition, sonar, radar,
seismography, electrocardiography, and automatic target recognition. It has also been applied to
adaptive control problems such as robotic hand-eye coordination.

A Single-Layer Attractor Network: the Hopfield Network

The Hopfield network is the prototype of an important class of networks based on the Ising
model of the dynamic behavior of a spin glass. A spin glass is a lattice of atoms in random spin
states that converge to a stable configuration, known in dynamical systems theory as an attractor.
In the Hop field network there is only one layer of nodes, each representing the dynamical units of
the Ising model. For a given initial condition and set of weights, the network will settle to a stable
state after several feedback iterations. For a given network there are a number of stable states

(attractors) of the network. These stable states can be thought of as storing information in an
associative sense. For example, if a noisy version of one of the stored states (in the form of a

binary vector) is input to the network, the network will converge to the nearest stable state, which is
the stored vector it most resembles. This convergence results in an output which is the original

noise-free version of the input. Similarly, a stored vector can be retrieved using only part of that
vector. The network can also be looked at as a classifier that compares the input with the stored

exemplars, and responds with the most closely matching exemplar.

The Hopfield network has been the subject of a great deal of interest as a content addressable
memory. However it has drawbacks for this application. First, it is limited in storage capacity in
relation to the number of nodes, but especially in relation to the number of connections and weights.
The number of connections is the square of the number of nodes. In software simulations, this
translates to a relatively high number of computations. Secondly, the stored patterns must be

significantly different from one another. A related problem is the problem of spurious states.
There are states of the network that do not correspond to any stored pattern, which result in

erroneous responses. An attractor network that overcomes some of the above-mentioned problems

is the Hamming network [27 - 31].

A trend which emerged in the 1980s was that the Hopfield net became a vehicle for many
early projects to implement neural networks in hardware parallel architectures on VLSI chips.
Possible reasons for this were the simplicity of the topology and the fact that it operates on binary

data. It also is capable of being implemented as an analog computer. The computing elements
become even simpler in this case. A school of thought emerged that favors analog implementations
of neural networks for the purpose of achieving higher circuit density on a single chip network.

Other Important Networks

A statistical attractor network usually has a Hopfield topology, but follows stochastic rather

than deterministic dynamics, typically using a Boltzmann probability distribution. As a result, a
new parameter is introduced into the model, that of "temperature". The network dynamics then
executes according to a statistical mechanics model. The network is able to perform an optimization
computation by relaxing from a high energy state to a globally minimum energy state. A problem
with this random search is that it often gets stuck in a local minimum. The problem is alleviated by

means of a learning algorithm using simulated annealing, in which the temperature parameter is
varied during training. By lowering the temperature gradually, the system almost always escapes
the local minima and reaches the global minimum. This type of network is useful for fast,

approximate solutions to difficult optimization problems. The current trend is toward the use of
newer network types, such as those using the mean-field annealing enhancement [32].

The Kohonen network is called a self-organizing feature map since it finds a mapping

between input and output spaces without supervised training. It typically maps an input vector of
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dimension n to a 2-dimensional array. During training, each input vector tends to activate only one
output node in the 2-dimensional array. Which node gets activated depends on a competitive
learning rule that involves lateral interaction between the output nodes. After convergence, the
competition has settled and only one node is the winner for each class of the input vectors. This
network has the valuable feature that it is sensitive to topological order. After training, nodes in the
output layer that are spatially close together are sensitive to input patterns that are similar. The
spatial location of the output nodes becomes a map of the features of the input vectors. The
Kohonen network is equivalent to the earlier K-means clustering statistical pattern recognition
algorithm [33].

This network is useful for data visualization, for extracting the implicit order in a set of
statistically related data. Its principles have been adapted for use in a variety of applications.
However the basic network is not an optimum classifier, and Kohonen recommends against using it
for signal classification. He proposes modifications that make it more suitable for this application.
For example, he developed a network called supervised competitive learning for speech recognition
applications [34].
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CHAPTER 4. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE TECHNOLOGY TRENDS

SUMMARY

Fundamental theoretical questions about the nature of intelligence have yet to be answered,
and are currently preventing the achievement of human-like intelligent behavior in machines. It is
well-known that AI algorithms exhibit "brittleness", or the inability to perform outside narrow task
domains. A minority view is that there are even more fundamental theoretical problems. It has been
shown that human reasoning ability is not formalizable. And it has been persuasively argued that

functionalism, the theory underlying symbolic AI, is logically untenable.

The development of a successful theory of AI requires progress along a broad front, including
the fields of brain neurophysiology, the theory of computation, and even philosophy. The powerful
critiques of the AI project that have emerged have been a useful stimulus for the re-examination of
fundamental assumptions. The development of models of computation other than the Turing
machine model, such as quantum computation, is one positive result. (A Turing machine is a
mathematical generalization of the concept of a computing machine in terms of the simplest set of

binary operations.) There has also been an expansion of research in alternatives to classical AI,
such as neural networks.

However, the failure to find a theory of intelligence severely limits the application of AI in
some fields. One obstacle to the practical use of AI applied beyond simple "blocks world" task
domains is reliability, especially for control of high-value systems such as satellites, spacecraft, and

ground stations.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

Integrated circuit technology is improving at a rate such that chip performance for a given
scale size approximately doubles every 18 months. At this rate of improvement, one would expect
that microcomputer chips in the year 2010 will have a computing performance of over 10,000
MIPS. The question arises as to what sort of applications such computers will be used for, aside
from computationally-intensive scientific problems. For decades, there has been speculation about

the possibility of"artificial intelligence", to the point where many.now insist that it's inevitable. It
is widely assumed, without proof, that there is smooth continmty between inanimate machine
technology and the intelligence of living organisms, and that the achievement of intelligent
performance in machines is a matter of incremental improvements in algorithms. However, some of
the earlier aura of AI is wearing off, and people are now more reluctant to believe that progress in

AI will be rapid.

This report examines the claims made by proponents of AI, and attempts to project the long-
range future progress in AI based on that analysis. The focus is on symbolic inference systems, the
most common variety of which are called expert systems. This represents the historical mainstream
of AI research, and has direct application to NASA automated systems. Such techniques are
already being applied by NASA and the Department of Defense for operational control of satellites.
The goal is greater autonomy for space and ground vehicles and systems. This is especially
important for robotic exploration of distant planets because of the long signal propagation times
between the Earth and the other planets.

AI is a unique field from the engineering manager's point of view, because it suffers from an
abuse of metaphor that tends to obscure the fundamental technical issues that can make or break a
project. The abuse of terminology starts with the term "artificial intelligence". The president of
Teknowledge, Jerrold Kaplan, once said that he wished the name had never been invented: "The
words were designed twenty years ago to get money out of the government." A more appropriate
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term hesuggestedwas "symbolic programming"[1]. Theproblem extends to some claims that
are made as to what particular programs actually do. A prominent AI researcher, Douglas Lenat,
made headlines in the late 1970s with a program called Automated Mathematician, and a later more
sophisticated version called Eurisko. He claimed that these programs independently rediscovered
the natural numbers, arithmetic, and key theorems of number theory. But these programs did not
literally rediscover or prove theorems. The terminology is metaphorical. The programs functioned
by generating symbol patterns that were syntactically correct according to a set of formal rules, and
searched for "interesting" patterns by means of heuristics invented by the programmer. This is
not to say that theorem-provers are not useful. The problem is rather how managers can assess
actual achievements and future risk. A careful analysis of the actual functions of AI programs is

required to accurately assess risk in AI research projects.

There are three broad approaches to the study of intelligence. At one end of the spectrum is
the study of human and animal intelligence that includes neurobiology and psychology, and can be
grouped as neuroscience. At the other end of the spectrum are those who believe that the human
mind is in some fundamental way related to computers. This school itself covers a spectrum from
those who believe that human beings are computers to those who believe that computers can be
used for imitation of human capabilities. This is the research arena that has traditionally been called
artificial intelligence. Bridging these fields is a discipline called cognitive science. Cognitive
science puts primary emphasis on 'computational psychology' or how human cognition can be
understood through computational analogies.

The three broad categories defined above are of interest because of their fundamental
assumptions that influence the future course of technology. Of the three, AI is the engineering-
oriented field, where the emphasis is on practical results. Yet paradoxically, AI is based on the most
radical of hypotheses - that computers can do what humans do. It rests on a fundamental
assumption, unique in science, that the mathematical models one develops for understanding the
phenomenon under study - intelligence - are identical with the phenomenon.

The cognitive scientists focus on theories of human intelligence. They have formalized the
fundamental AI assumption as the theory of 'functionalism'. Functionalists see mental processes
as "rigorously specifiable procedures, and mental states as defined by their causal relations with

sensory input, motor behavior, and other mental states. They view the brain as a computational
system, asking what sorts of functional relations are embodied in it rather than which brain cells do
the embodying, or how their physiology makes this possible" [2]. The theoretical basis of
functionalism is further explained by Boden:

"The theoretical groundwork.., was provided by Alan Turing's 1936 paper on computable
numbers which def'med computation as the formal manipulation of (uninterpreted) symbols
by the application of formal rules. The general notion of an 'effective procedure' - a
strictly definable computational process - was illustrated by examples of mathematical
calculation. But it implied that if intelligence in general is explicable in terms of effective
procedures implemented in the brain, then it could be simulated by a universal Turing
machine - or by some actual machine approximating thereto." [3]

Neuroscientists take the biological approach to intelligence. In practice this means that they
regard the brain as a biological, chemical, and physical system that can be modeled as other real-

world systems are modeled, but not necessarily that the system is a digital computational system, or
that the model of the system is itself intelligent.

This paper focuses on a set of analyses by prominent thinkers as to why there has been a
failure to find a general theory of intelligence. These analyses, it is hoped, shed light on what AI
can and cannot do. This critical perspective can perhaps be of benefit to managers who will be

responsible for funding research projects to enhance automation of NASA missions and
operations.
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1.2 DISCUSSION OF CURRENT AI RESEARCH

The mainstream of AI, herein referred to as symbolic AI, deals with symbolic representation
of things and the algorithmic manipulation of the symbols to reach solutions to problems of
inference. Systems utilizing this technique are commonly called expert systems, or knowledge-
based systems. They are based on the premise that if one can capture the structure of the network
of interconnecting causal and conceptual relations between words, concepts, and things, that
structure can be programmed on a computer and used to calculate inferences from a set of input
facts. Since the set of stored symbolic relations can be theoretically made very large, very complex
models of the task-domain can be constructed.

This approach involves two components: 1) a database, or knowledge base, containing the
names and attributes of the atomic entities constituting the world model or model of a sub-domain

of the world, along with some judiciously chosen set of their relations to other atomic entities, and
2) an inference engine with which to search from a particular given set of facts to find useful new
inferences.

1.2.1 The CYC Project

Some critics of symbolic AI claim that progress is lagging in symbolic inference systems,
since all of those developed in the last two decades operate on the same basic principle. Rodney
Brooks, of Massachusetts Institute of Technology' s (MIT's) Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, for
example claims that "most AI work is still done in the blocks world" [4], meaning that the task
domains are still very narrow and restrictive. The blocks world was a simulated mini-world
consisting of blocks of various shapes in an otherwise empty space. This conceptual world was
used as the task-domain for several pioneering AI programs in the 1970s. The need to "break out
of the blocks world" is the motivation for the CYC project.

The CYC Project [5], funded by the Microelectronics and Computer Technology Corporation

(MCC), is Douglas Lenat's attempt to solve the problem of "brittleness" exhibited by present-day
expert systems. Brittleness is the tendency of AI programs to function poorly when they are
confronted with problems slightly outside the carefully controlled problem area for which they were
designed. To do this he and his team are attempting to encode common-sense knowledge. The
lack of common-sense knowledge has been held by most experts to be the reason for the brittleness

of AI programs to date, although there is less than unanimous agreement that common-sense
knowledge is actually knowledge that is symbolically representable. The central thesis of the CYC
Project is that brittleness can be overcome by bringing to bear additional sources of knowledge. Its
proponents argue that by broadening the knowledge base, the search for solutions is narrowed,
because the constraints on the search are increased. They claim that ultimately they will incorporate

most of what people know about the world, i.e. common sense.

The CYC Project is estimated to be a 1000 man-year effort, spanning two decades (1985-

2005). In its first phase, a huge knowledge base is being constructed, along with about two dozen
inference engine techniques, and hundreds of heuristic search roles, such as search by analogy.
Lenat claims that about one million frames will be sufficient to allow the program to graduate to the

second phase, in which it will begin "reading" and extracting knowledge on its own. These frames

currently are being hand-coded into the program. They determine what knowledge is necessary by
analyzing short pieces of text from common sources to determine the background knowledge
required to understand the information in the text. In the second phase, frames supposedly will be
generated automatically. A critique of CYC has been given by Brian Smith [6].

1.2.2 The Soar Architecture

One of the early pioneers in the field of AI was Allen Newell, who is now the prime mover
behind what is called the Soar architecture for artificial intelligence [7]. This represents Newell's

lifelong project to explain the nature of intelligence in terms of a single reductionist scheme.
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Newell hasbeenone of the chief supportersof symbolic inferenceprocessing,so his ideasare
closelyboundup with symbolicAI. His group'sdescriptionsof Soartendto approachit from a
cognitivesciencepoint of view. That is, they see their symbolic processing technique as part of a
hierarchy of functional levels that operate in human beings. Borrowing from psychology, they
define the levels in terms of different time scales. The coarsest division is into three bands, in order
of increasing time scales, the neural band, the cognitive band, and the rational band. These bands
roughly correspond with research disciplines: symbolic AI falls within the rational band, while
neural networks and neuroscience tend to deal with the neural level. The Soar architecture attempts
to model the cognitive band, where processes operate on time scales from 10 msec to 10 sec. These

processes include symbol accessing (memory), elementary deliberate operations, simple operator
composition, and goal attainment. This schema represents a different "slice" of the space of
possible models of systematic activity, one that closely models a plausible theory of low-level
human mental activity, but that still relies on symbolic processing.

A detailed description of Soar is beyond the scope of this paper. However, a few essentials

may be distilled. Soar is a system that seeks out a correct sequence of micro-actions required to
reach a goal or solve a problem by means of trial and error search with learning. The learning
involves not only declarative knowledge but procedural knowledge. Procedural knowledge is
learned and grouped ("chunked") as sets of actions that have been successful in the past. This
allows it to improve its performance when confronted with new example problems of the same
class. It also incorporates other human-like capacities such as a kind of associative memory, an
ability for context-switching, and an ability to back-track when it gets stuck. In summary, it is one
of the most elaborate and carefully crafted symbolic inference systems devised to date. It is a very
general architecture for problem-solving machines that attempts to mirror as closely as possible
what is surmised about human mental processes. But it cannot yet be concluded that this
architecture will outperform other approaches. It exhibits brittleness similar to that seen in other AI

systems. The Soar group, like most practitioners of symbolic AI, makes some very basic
assumptions about intelligence that have yet to be demonstrated, such as that mental processes may
be reduced to formal procedures.

1.2.3 Rodney Brooks' Architecture

Rodney Brooks of MIT has advanced a general critique of symbolic A.I, and has a research
program based on what is termed a subsumption architecture to support his claims [8]. He says
that symbolic processing, the attempt to encode representational models of task domains, is
mistaken. Guided by his vision of how life and intelligence evolved in nature, he believes that

human intelligence is an emergent property that is built on an enormous evolutionary sub-structure
of non-representational knowledge. Based on this assessment he has attempted to construct robots
on a non-symbolic architecture.

Non-representational knowledge is those things we know how to do without knowing how we
do them. In Brooks' scheme of things, most human skills are non-formal, non-procedural; that is,
they are not rooted in any set of explicit formal rules. Sensorimotor skills are the most basic form

of this kind of knowledge, the mechanisms which evolution has spent vastly more time developing
than it has higher level intelligence. For example, an insect may not know what an object is, but
knows how to avoid running into it. Brooks proposes to build robots at the insect level of
knowledge that know how to "walk", before building machines that can "think". He believes that

in the process they can be made to develop skills that can be extended incrementally to higher levels
of performance, ultimately up to the level of true intelligence.

In this architecture, the robot consists of multiple sensor and control subsystems, each with its
own active process operating in parallel with all the others. The subsystems communicate with each

other by means of very simple messages. There is no central representation or model of the world
in this architecture. "It is a collection of competing behaviors. Out of the local chaos of their

interactions there emerges, in the eye of the observer, a coherent pattern of behavior" [9].
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Brooks' teamhassuccessfullybuilt andtestedrobotsthat achievea surprisingdegree of
autonomy with simple software. They contain multiple microcomputers running asynchronously
with respect to each other, each executing a low-level function, and communicating with other
processors with short messages, usually a notification of a change of state among a few possible
states. Brooks claims that these robots are the most autonomous robots developed to date, in the

sense that they robustly operate in their environment continuously until their batteries run down.
Other robots that have been developed for autonomous operation typically get stuck - the robot gets
into situations the software cannot handle.

There are benefits to this architecture. First, it is potentially robust, because of its inherent

parallelism: there is no central control function, and processing is distributed. This is an attractive
feature for high-value robotic planetary exploration. Second, and perhaps most important, it does
not depend on first solving the problem of knowledge representation, i.e. finding an accurate and
complete model of the world. Brooks speaks of "indexing offthe world"; that is, the robot takes its
cues from the real world, not a model of it. Third, it may be easier to implement because the
software is supposedly simpler. Brooks suggests a role for his architecture in planetary
exploration. He sees small, lightweight robots conducting surface exploration in large numbers.
Reliability would be doubly enhanced, first by virtue of the inherent fault tolerance, and second by
virtue of numbers of duplicate machines. Such an architecture for planetary surface exploration
would have an impact on communications.

Are Brooks' claims true? Researchers in neural networks confirm that learning complex

adaptive behaviors without representation is possible. Neural network and connectionist
architectures exhibit "recognition", "learning", "memory", and complex input/output functions
without internal declarative representations. Adrian Cussins [10] has analyzed this issue and
theorizes how non-representational skills are possible. He hypothesizes how abstraction and
conceptualization could arise from lower level skills, by means of what he calls perspective-
independence. The question of representation is a key issue for AI, and one that Rodney Brooks
has helped to bring to the fore. As with other schemes, subsumption architecture seems to capture
some aspects of intelligent behavior, but there is currently no proof that it constitutes a general

theory.

1.2.4 Connectionist Architectures

Connectionism, or the study of neural networks and related architectures is an alternative

model of computation that can be used in the study of intelligence. Unlike symbolic inference,
neural networks do not have local properties that are necessarily meaningful, it is the global

properties that are important. A neural network is a mathematical function of discrete input and
output variables, with a large number of internal parameters. The network is a general structure on
which a particular function can be imposed by. means of a "learning" process, by adjusting the
internal parameters. That is, given a large "expenence base", a set of inputs and their corresponding

outputs, the internal parameters of the network, the connection weights, can be adjusted according to
an automatic procedure, such that the network is then able to replicate the function implicit in the

input/output pairs. (An analogy is a curve-fitting algorithm.) Neural networks have parallel
structures and are well-suited to parallel computing, but can also be run on sequential machines

using a serial simulation of the network.

Neural networks have been found to be useful for pattern recognition. They can pick out
distinctions between patterns that have no simple analytical description. In this sense they are
perhaps a better model for the feature-detection and discrimination capabilities of humans and
animals. While a more complete description of neural network research is beyond the scope of this
paper, we make note of the interesting fact that this set of problems being well-suited to a non-
representational algorithm is evidence that intelligence is not solely a linguistic/symbolic process.
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2. LONG-RANGE TECHNOLOGY TRENDS

In order to predict future progress, we need to assess the progress to date. Critics of
symbolic AI claim that only little progress has been made since its beginning. A recent paper by
William J. Clancey seems to confirm that all symbolic processing systems devised to date are
variations of a single (decades-old) technique [11]. It appears that the trend in symbolic A/is a
gradual discovery of its limits, rather than a discovery of major extensions and improvements. This
trend is indicated by the massive shift in research interest toward neural networks in the 1980s.

The survey which follows reflects a significant and growing critical school of thought which
seeks to illuminate the reasons for the failure of AI to live up to expectations.

2.1 ANALYSIS OF TRENDS

The often-stated goal of AI research is more "intelligent" computer programs, yet it is not
entirely clear that symbolic AI is really about intelligence. If not, then it is perhaps unrealistic to
posit ever-more intelligent machines in the future.

The assumptions of symbolic AI have been given a weU-known formal definition by Alan

Newell and Herbert Simon [12]. They hypothesized that "a physical symbol system is a necessary
and sufficient means for intelligent action". This is based on the tenet of physics that no

information can be transferred without a physical substrate, i. e., matter or energy (neglecting for the
moment the information conveyed by the quantum wave function). On this foundation they build
two additional theories, synopsized by Boden as a formal-syntactic theory of symbolism linked to a
causal theory of semantics:

"In their view, the criteria of identity of a symbol or computation are purely formal, and its

significance is established by its causal history and effects. A symbol is a physical pattern,
physically related to other patterns in various ways (such as juxtaposition) to form
compound 'expressions'. Computational processes (realized by physical means) compare
and modify patterns: one expression is the input, another the output. Any substrate
physically capable of storing and systematically transforming expression-patterns can
implement symbols. But for psychological purposes the substrate is irrelevant. To
understand intelligence, we must describe physical-symbol systems at the information-

processing level, in terms of designation and interpretation. These two semantic concepts
are defined causally, such that the meaning of a symbol is the set of changes which it
enables the system to effect, either to or in response to some internal or external state. The

causal dependencies are essentially arbitrary, in the sense that any symbol could designate
anything at all ." [13]

The key to the plausibility of this theory is the notion of causal semantics, that the meaning of
an individual symbol arises from its relation to other symbols and to the context of its uses. The

idea is empirically supported by the fact that the vast array of human culture is based on language, a
system of arbitrary tokens standing for things and relations in the world. The linguistic analogy,
sometimes called the Language of Thought theory, is another way of stating the physical-symbol
system hypothesis. That is, there is an invisible symbol processing system underlying higher level
mental functioning that mirrors language. Unfortunately, this formulation has been demonstrated to
be logically untenable by prominent thinkers such as the mathematician-philosopher Hilary
Putnam. This and other challenges to the assumptions of symbolic A/will be discussed in the
subsequent sections.

2.1.1 John Searle and the Chinese Room

The philosopher John Searle has raised problems with the causal semantic theory of symbolic
AI in several now famous articles [14,15,16]. His basic thought is that computers only manipulate
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symbols,theydon'tunderstandthem. He offersasdemonstrationathoughtexperimentcalledthe
ChineseRoom. Briefly, theargumentruns:

a) Assumeaformal procedureexistsfor giving intelligent answersto a humanquestioner
(passingtheTuringtest);onethatcouldbeprogrammedonaTuringmachine.

b) Assumetheprocedureis writtenasaseriesof stepsin English.

c) Assumethequestionsandanswersareconveyedin Chineseby meansof Chinesesymbol
strings.

e)A humanbeingcouldtheoreticallyexecutetheprocedure.

f) A humanbeingwhounderstandsonlyEnglishcouldexecutetheprocedure.

g) Thereforeit is possibleto executetheprocedurewithoutunderstandingChinese.

h) Thereforeunderstandingof symbolmeaningis notnecessaryto passtheTuringtest.

Theimplication for AI is thatunderstandingdoesnot necessarilyexist in a Turing machine
simply by virtue of its having analgorithm that passesthe Turing test, a result which would
underminethecausalsemantictheory. Searlearguesthathumanbeingsareindeedinstantiationsof
computerprograms(thekey tenetof functionalism),but that:a) theyareinstantiafionsof infinitely
manycomputerprograms,andb) sois everythingelsein theuniverseaninstantiationof a computer
program. This follows from thenotionthatanyphysicalphenomenoncanberepresentedasaset
of numbers,andthatthereareinfinitely manyprogramsthatcouldoutputagivensetof numbers.
But theseareincidentalfacts. Theydonotnecessarilyexplainthephenomenon.Thereis thusa
categorymistakein AI theory, accordingto Searle:the fact that a physical phenomenonhasa
mathematicalrepresentationdoesnot meanthat it is solely constitutedby its mathematical
properties.

2.1.2 Dreyfus and Models of the World

Stuart Dreyfus has analyzed AI from a somewhat different perspective. He argues that
symbolic AI depends on a successful encoding of a formal model of the world [17]. This task, he
maintains, has been attempted by philosophers over the centuries, for example Plato and Leibniz. In
the twentieth century, the philosophers Ludwig Wittgenstein and Martin Heidegger spent decades
attempting to come up with such a formalism, and independently came to the conclusion that it was
impossible. Wittgenstein criticized his own work of decades earlier, the famous Tractatus Logico-
Philosophicus : "Both Russell's 'individuals' and my 'objects' were such primary elements. But
what are the simple parts of which reality is composed?...It makes no sense at all to speak
absolutely of the 'simple parts of a chair'." Heidegger also found that the world could not be
analyzed into a set of context-free elements. He observed that the common-sense background is a
combination of skills, practices, and discriminations which do not have any representational content
to be analyzed in terms of elements and rules. The conclusion from this is that there are no such
things as context-free elements, or a complete world-model, only context-dependent partitionings
that are used for some human purpose. This does not mean that partial world-models are not
feasible for specific applications. But it does present a challenge to those attempting to construct
exhaustive models like CYC.

The reaction of most AI researchers is that these are critiques by philosophers, and

philosophers don't understand science or engineering. Daniel Dennett, one of the most prominent
AI theorists, criticizes the philosophers for glossing over the hard problems. Something is going
on behind the scenes in intelligent behavior; it is not an ineffable given. However, the case against
the theoretical foundation of AI is also being made by former AI proponents, and Dennett himself
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has illuminated one of the field's most intractable philosophical/theoretical problems, as described
in the next section.

2.1.3 Daniel Dennett and The Frame Problem

Dennett [18] describes the frame problem as figuring out what it is that humans do to focus
on relevant facts and ignore irrelevant ones when engaged in common-sense reasoning. For
example, if a robot were to successfully imitate human performance it would first have to be able to
decide what actions will achieve its intended goal, then determine what unintended consequences
might occur, and then determine which of these are undesirable. Unfortunately, since the list of

candidates for possible unintended consequences is impossibly large, only the most relevant can be
evaluated. So, additional knowledge for how to determine relevance must be added. But this
additional knowledge can only be used if it is applied to all the candidates on the list, since their
relevance is not known in advance. But the reason for the relevance test in the first place was to

avoid having to evaluate the thousands of irrelevant effects.

The frame problem seems to be as fundamental as the brittleness problem. No one has a

general solution to it, and no one knows whether there is a solution or not. The common practice is
apparently to use ad hoc work-arounds and to patch up problems after they arise.

2.1.4 Drew McDermott and the Non-Formalizability of Inference

Related problems are discussed by McDermott [19]. He analyzes major shortcomings in
logical methods for carrying out symbolic inference. It is well-known that inductive inference
cannot be formalized. But McDermott points out other problems. It has become clear that general

human reasoning is neither deduction nor induction. These are only very special cases of human
reasoning ability. McDermott demonstrates why efforts to patch up logical methods using 'meta-
theories' and 'non-monotonic logic' have also failed to rescue logical inference. There is no general

theory of human reasoning ability, a fact which may turn out to be not merely due to no one being
clever enough to discover it.

Are the solutions to these problems purely dependent on resolving centuries-old disputes in
epistemology and logic? Or, are there mathematical equivalents of these problems that can be
resolved by other means? At least one mathematician, Kurt GOdel, believed that many such
philosophical questions could be resolved mathematically. His tool for doing so was the concept of
encoding symbols as numbers, a concept that has since become widely known.

2.1.5 Kurt Gfdel and Formal Systems

GOdel, Rucker, and Penrose, whose work was reviewed for this report, can be loosely grouped
as having analyzed intelligence on mathematical grounds.

R. Rucker [20] describes the application of Kurt GOdel's famous Incompleteness Theorems
to the problem of AI. Incompleteness refers to the theoretical incompleteness of any formal
system: there are true statements arising within the formal system that cannot be proven to be so
within the system. The notion of mathematical provability, and the deductive symbol processing
methods based on it, are weaker than the notion of truth. One result is that it is impossible to
design a formalism that encodes human mathematical intuition, thereby also implying that at least
some other human creative faculties are not likely to be formalizable, and therefore not reducible to
an algorithm.

Rucker has studied Gtdel's work, as well as related work by other logicians and
mathematicians, and finds related strict mathematical limitations on AI. For example, closely related

to GOdel's theorems are the logical paradoxes known as Berry's Paradox, Richard's Paradox, and
the Liar's Paradox. Rucker shows how Berry's Paradox mathematically demonstrates that there is

no reasonably short algorithm that could encode the human faculty of turning words into concepts,
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thatis, languageunderstanding. By "reasonably short", he means an algorithm that is significantly
shorter than a vast look-up table of special cases. More generally, a complexity-theory version of
this argument by Gregory Chaitin [21 ] demonstrates that if a complex behavior can be described by
a number (the Turing machine output modeling the behavior) then the algorithm causing that output
in general must be as least as complex (be encoded by a number at least as large) as the output
number. Rucker describes the implications of Richard's Paradox as showing that either the human

ability for language understanding is infinitely complex, or is only describable by an intelligence
more complex than human intelligence. Here Rucker defines language understanding as the
conversion process from words to thoughts, which can be given precise mathematical definition as
the formal procedure for translating a definition, a string of symbols, into a number.

The physicist Roger Penrose in his two recent books, The Emperor's New Mind and
Shadows of the Mind, further elaborates on the Grdel-based critique, and presents new Grdel-type

arguments [22,23]. He points to the ironic fact that Alan Turing, an early proponent of AI, used
Grdel's work to show that there was a set of numbers not accessible by means of computation by a

Turing machine, the set of which is the domain ofnon-recursive mathematics. He gives examples
of problems in non-recursive mathematics about which it can be shown that there is no general
formal solution, but for which humans can find particular solutions. The implication for AI is that
there is no conceivable general algorithm for finding solutions to computational problems without

assistance from human operators guided by mathematical insight. On the positive side, Penrose
suggests the possibility that there are more general, non-Tufing machine models based on quantum
mechanics that may have more powerful properties applicable to problem-solving

2.1.6 Alan Turiug and Symbolic AI

Alan Turing invented the mathematical formalism of the universal Turing machine, which he
used to demonstrate that there was no general algorithm for deciding all mathematical questions.
He also showed that there was a class of numbers which he called computable numbers that can be
calculated by a Turing machine, and another, more general set of numbers that cannot be so
calculated. The former comprise the domain of recursive mathematics, while the latter are part of
non-recursive mathematics. The key idea of AI was that any formal procedure whatsoever could be
carried out by a Turing machine. The procedures which cause the machine to halt represent the
computable numbers. Turing's hypothesis was that intelligence itself was a formal process of
symbol manipulation. Since the universe of computable numbers is infinite, there are a lot of
algorithms to be explored, leading to the fruitfulness of AI and computer science in general.
However, the set of non-computable numbers has higher cardinality than the set of computable
numbers. It therefore seems premature to suppose that intelligence is confined to the domain of
recursive mathematics. All symbolic inference systems are symbol-string processing algorithms
that have some Turmg machine equivalent. Their possible outputs fall within the set of computable
numbers. But how often will problems arise involving non-computable numbers? Are these rare,
artificial problems? Roger Penrose points out that non-recursive problems are not rare or obscure.
They crop up in simple string manipulations.

Perhaps the distinction between recursive and non-recursive mathematics mirrors the
distinction between the blocks world and the real world. Penrose explores this question, seeking
clues to the non-recursiveness of the real word in the laws of quantum physics, but provides no
definitive answers, observing that research in this field is still young.

Robert Nadeau [24] also describes aspects of quantum mechanics that he argues should have

a bearing on the science of intelligence, such as the non-locality of the quantum wave function.
Like Searle and Penrose, Nadeau considers the distinction between mathematics as a

representational language for describing reality, and reality itself. He points out a hidden
assumption at the foundation of AI - that mathematical descriptions can completely and
exhaustively capture the nature of physical phenomena. Since quantum physics shows, according
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to Nadeau, that this is not a valid assumption, mathematical models cannot necessarily duplicate the
physical causes of intelligence.

2.1.7 Hilary Putnam and Functionalism

Hilary Putnam of Harvard has studied these issues for over forty years, and was one of the

originators of functionalism. He is in a unique position to evaluate the problem, being expert in
mathematical logic, physics, and philosophy. Putnam has criticized Roger Penrose's arguments,
not because he disagrees with Penrose's assessment of AI, but because of what he perceives to be
technical flaws in the arguments. Although Putnam was once one of the foremost proponents of
functionalism, he now repudiates that position. Putnam brings to bear an array of arguments
against functionalism and the possibility of AI. In The Project of Artificial Intelligence, Putnam
summarizes his views. [25]

Putnam states that the original impetus to the hypothesis that intelligence is computation was
the idea that behavior can be modeled numerically as physical actions, and therefore as the output of
some Turing machine. This idea is flawed, he claims. One problem, which was not known at the
time when he worked on the theory of functionalism, is that physical systems do not necessarily
behave according to Turing-computable (recursive) functions. (This fact also gave impetus to
Roger Penrose's writings.) Secondly, the numerical aspect of behavior is incidental. The
numerical model does not provide a perspicuous representation. This is in keeping with his overall
skepticism about the possibility of reducing human behavior and its meanings to something in
which meanings and purposes have no part, such as physics or computation.

If there is no theoretical reason to think that the mind is a Turing machine, is there nonetheless

a reason to think that a computer could simulate intelligence? Putnam discusses the problems with
formalizing induction mentioned in section 2.1.4. What is the scope of induction? When do you
know when you have enough samples? How do you know when to rely on previous experience,
and when not to? How do you resolve conflicting chains of induction? These are some of the

practical questions regarding the nature of induction. Another problem is the seemingly unlimited
number of ways that humans classify things as similar that have no basis in a reductive domain

such as similarity of sensory stimuli. Many examples of similarity-judgment depend on a common
background of human purposes. Again we run into the problem of common sense, or how much of

intelligence presupposes the rest of human nature. Natural language understanding is another
fundamental aspect of intelligence that does not appear to be one single function. Like induction, it
is a vast complex of abilities that would require generations of researchers to formalize, if at all.
Putnam believes there is not likely to ever be a definitive answer to the question as to whether AI is
feasible, but that in any case the AI project is "utopian".

2.1.8 David Marr and Complexity

Closely related to the question of the duplication of physical phenomena in computer models
is the issue of system complexity. David Marr [26] distinguished two types of natural systems -
those that have a concise or well defined mathematical theory, and those that are too complex to
have such a theory. He held that symbolic processing systems were incapable of modeling higher
level mental processes because human intelligence is of the second kind. There is thus the
possibility that no general theory of intelligence is possible.

2.2 FUTURE APPLICATIONS

The critical analysis of the foundations of symbolic AI will lay the groundwork for future
progress. A fundamental requirement for the use of AI in high-value applications is improved
methods of estimating reliability of the software. A better understanding of the theoretical
foundations of AI will permit progress in understanding reliability.
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Symbolic inferenceprocessinghasmanypractical applications. There hasbeensteady
progressin finding ingeniouswaysto formalizeandmodel restrictedtask-domains.In the 1980s
expert systemsmoved from university laboratoriesto commercial applications. The classic
application is medical diagnosis,suchasprovidedby theprogramsMYCIN and INTERNIST.
Theseprogramsoperatefrom a baseof a few hundredheuristic rules encodingexpertmedical
knowledge.

The extensionto diagnosisof electronicsystemsis clear. In the realm of aerospace
engineering,expertsystemshavebeenappliedto fault diagnosisfor satellites. A recentexample
wasa satellitecommunicationsnetworkdiagnosticprototypedevelopedby SAICthatusedaneural
networkto classifydataerrorpatternsonthefront end,interfacingto anexpertsystemto infer fault
hypothesesfrom theerrorpatterns[27]. Similarapplicationsaredescribedin paperspresentedat
theInternationalSymposiumonSpaceInformationSystems[28].

Someof thetopicsof researchin AI thathaveyieldedpracticalresultsareexpertsystems,
machinerecognition,andneuralnetworks.All of thesetopicsmayproduceapplicationsto NASA
missions. More specifically, AI has direct application to communications. Someexample
applicationsof expertsystemsandneuralcomputationto NASA's OSCare:autonomoussatellite
andgroundsystems,fault tolerance,real-timediagnostics,imagerycompression,adaptivesignal
processing,dynamictraffic routingandlink control,andoptimalscheduling.Expertsystemsand
neuralnetworkscanbeappliedto variousoptimizationproblemsthatcropup in communications
suchasnetworktraffic routing,scheduling,andadaptivedatacompressionandsignalprocessing.
Themarriageof thesetwo AI approachescanbefruitful, sincethey often canbeappliedto two
differentpartsof thesameproblem. Theneuralnetworkis usefulfor reducinglargeamountsof
datato discreteclassesto beoperatedonby symbolicprocessing.

2.3 EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES

There do not appear to be any imminent and dramatic advances or clear trends for technology

in the domain of AI algorithms, only incremental improvements. The field of AI is currently in a
stage of developing tools for automation of complex tasks, inspired by, but not necessarily based on

human intelligence. The future of AI should therefore be seen not as the eventual achievement of
intelligence in the human sense, but rather the improvement of classifiers, recognizers, optimizers,
knowledge-bases, and other tools for automation.

In the last decade, neural networks have emerged as a powerful tool for pattern classification
based on training. Neural network architectures are well suited to fine-grained massively parallel
computing. Thus, the advance of solid-state electronics will enable the implementation of more
powerful real-time neural networks. However, this is not a new conceptual advance.

The adaptive capabilities of neural networks and the evolutionary aspects of genetic
algorithms reflect an increased interest in an evolutionary model. This will be an important new
approach to autonomous systems research in the future. Nanotechnology, the science of
constructing machines at the nanometer scale, will make use of biological models of self-replication
and other capabilities of microorganisms. The idea is to replicate capabilities of primitive life forms
before attempting to replicate higher ones. Micro-miniature autonomous machines could be used
for the exploration of Mars. The use of "microrobots" based on ideas like the subsumption
architecture has been extrapolated into the long-range future to the case of self-replicating
machines. The concept of a self-replicating machine was explored by the mathematician John yon
Neumann. The requirements are complex, and are beyond the present-day state of the art. The
most likely direction for meeting the requirements is construction of machines at the molecular
level. Nanotechnology is a concept that is beginning to be explored, and may bear fruit several
decades hence. Exploration of a planetary surface by means of self-replicating molecular machines
would be carried out by means of a process of exponential expansion in numbers, using materials
found on the planet's surface, similar to biological growth. Alternatively, microorganisms could be
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geneticallymodified to live in hostileplanetaryenvironments,andto performinformationgathering
functions.

3. RESULTS

3.1 .IMPACT OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE TECHNOLOGY ON NASA

A picture emerges in which brittleness may turn out to be the result of inherent theoretical
limitations of symbol processing systems, limitations that cannot be entirely eliminated. This
means that the reliability of expert systems may not be adequate for completely unattended
operation of A.I-based autonomous systems in complex environments. More research needs to be
done on symbolic processing systems in order to more rigorously characterize what are their
limitations. This survey also shows that critical analysis is important. In this field, perhaps

uniquely, critical philosophical reasoning plays a major role in showing how the assump.tions of a
scientific/engineering enterprise are either valid or invalid. Seemingly innocent assumplaons made
by computer scientists as to the nature of intelligence have been shown to be false by counter
examples discovered by philosophers such as Putnam.

3.1.1 Automation

The use of AI within NASA did not get underway until the mid-1980s, when the Artificial

Intelligence Research and Development Program was initiated to support the Space Station [29].
The first successful application of AI was an expert system called INCO (for integrated
communications officer), at Johnson Space Flight Center. It was an AI-assisted mission control
console that made extensive use of modem graphics and rule-based fault-diagnosis. INCO
achieved a great speed-up in the detection of problems, and eventually led to a reduction of staff at
the control center. A similar system called the spacecraft health automated reasoning prototype was
implemented at JPL for the telecommunications subsystem of the Voyager spacecraft, and was later

applied to the Magellan and Galileo missions. A system called knowledge-based autonomous test
engineer - liquid oxygen was being tested as of 1992 at Kennedy Space Center. It is for
monitoring the loading of liquid oxygen into the fuel tank of the shuttle. It was able to identify

problems well in advance of human operators working with the same telemetry.

Since these pioneering efforts, there has been a great proliferation of AI-based fault
monitoring and diagnosis systems, both in academic research and in real space systems. An
example is the Selective Monitoring System. This system uses model-based reasoning to
determine which parts of a system are causally upstream and downstream from a failure to help
technicians to focus more quickly on the problem [29].

This kind of system is able to speed up and simplify the work performed by human operators,
and thereby improve productivity. However, no expert system used in a critical application has been
able to reach a level of sophistication that would enable a system to be operated in a completely
unattended manner. Rather, they are used to support and enhance human activities.

AI systems can provide confirmation or expert second opinion in mission critical situations.
The problem with this strategy is that human beings in this situation may tend to avoid contradicting
the machine and place too much reliance on it. The machine can always be blamed ira mistake is
made. As analyzed by Joseph Weizenbaum [30] reliance on expert systems has the consequences
"first that decisions are made on the basis of rules and criteria that no one knows explicitly, and
second that the system of rules and criteria become immune to change." In order to avoid
inappropriate reliance on a machine, the user would have to question every decision and carry out
his own analysis of why the machine made the decision it did, or study a printout of the machine's
inference chain. Such a situation would negate benefits in the speed-up of decision making.

In order for expert systems to be used in mission-critical applications in an unattended mode,
a great deal more reliability would be required than is currently available in AI systems, since AI-
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basedcontrolis, in asense,non-deterministic.Thehighvalueof thespacecraftwouldnecessitate
thatM-basedcontrolbelimited to thoseaspectsof spacecraftoperationsthatcannotbecopedwith
throughremotecontrol,sinceit isunlikelythatall decisionmakingwouldbeturnedovercompletely
to theon-boardsoftware. Forplanetaryexplorationandotherfar-termspacemissions,spacecraft
autonomywill be necessarybecauseof theradio propagationdelaytimes. Thehistorical track
recordof deep-spacemissionsshowsthat a high degreeof autonomycanbehad with non-AI
controltechniques,owinglargelyto therelativelysimpleandstableenvironmentof deepspace,and
thepredictablecontrolregime. Useof expertsystemscouldextendandenhancetheautonomyof
spacecraft,particularly in the areaof on-boardfault diagnosisandrepair. Unmannedorbital
maneuveringanddockingproceduresin planetaryorbitwouldalsorequireat leastsomelevelof AI
automation.

Unmannedplanetarysurfaceexplorationby robotic roverswould be impracticalwithout a
high degreeof AI-basedautonomy.The kind of autonomy required by rovers is different than for
spacecraft because the environment is more complex. Getting from point A to point B requires
navigating through a maze of obstacles, and presents the robot with a continuous stream of
contingencies. Several kinds of AI are applicable here, including expert systems. Expert systems
can be used for scene image understanding, data understanding, route planning, and recovery from
contingencies. However, improved robustness will be needed to mitigate the brittleness problem.
Alternative, non-symbolic architectures such as the subsumption architecture may help in this.
Rodney Brooks proposes an architecture consisting of a large number of small, low-cost robots,
each carrying out simple functions and objectives. The failure of some percentage of the robots
would not curtail the entire mission. His subsumption architecture for robot design is also

supposed to reduce the complexity and number of single point failures for the robots themselves.

Expert systems can also be used for planning routes and navigation, for getting out of difficult
situations (getting unstuck), and for carrying out data analysis on site. Neural networks are also
applicable to on-board data analysis that is not amenable to explicit formal rules. Neural networks
can be used for feature extraction and pattern recognition, particularly when the features or patterns

are implicit in the data, and must be extracted from a large training set. On-site data analysis can
result in large communications data rate reductions.

3.1.2 Communications

Analysis of images to recognize obstacles, the most basic requirement for autonomous robots,
can result in a spin-off that directly impacts communications functions. Aside from the reduced
control requirement provided by vehicle autonomy, the decomposition of images into objects can be
used for image compression. An early example of this is the type of compression that uses edge
detection to transmit only object edges. At a higher level of abstraction, in which objects such as
rocks are situated in a 3-dimensional space, the objects can be modeled as simpler geometric

shapes, and only the equations for these shapes are transmitted.

AI could be applied to an adaptive bandwidth communications scheme. The strategy would
be to optimize bandwidth utilization by switching between different modes. For example, for
imagery, one could switch between high resolution and low resolution, between high compression
ratios and low compression ratios, between high and low frame rates, etc. AI would be used to
decide when to switch. For example, AI could be used to decide when the scene appearing in the
field of view is "interesting" in some scientific sense, so that a high resolution frame could be
transmitted. Adaptive bandwidth selection will become increasingly important as the gap between
lossless compression and lossy compression techniques widens. It is currently estimated that lossy

compression techniques for imagery can be as high as 1000-to-1. Channels containing signals of
drastically varying bandwidth affect the design of a communications architecture.

AI can be used in signal processing. For example, the classic problem is enhancing the

probability of detection while reducing the false alarm rate with a given signal to noise ratio.
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Signaturerecognitiontechniquescanaccomplish this, and AI is a natural fit to this problem. There
is a school of thought that neural networks coupled to expert systems can solve real-world signature
problems more effectively than other approaches. One communications application of signature
recognition is the characterization of link problems from bit error rate characteristics.

AI can be used for communications network management. It can serve functions of fault
monitoring, fault detection, fault isolation and fault recovery. This extrapolates to knowledge-based
control of global network attributes such as optimization of allocation of network resources. AI-
based diagnostics are the key to minimally attended ground processing facilities. Automation of
installation, configuration and management of communications networks is a mundane but high
payoff application of AI. Some current products apply AI at the level of LAN analyzer devices, in
effect portable expert systems. Even at this level, AI can reduce training time, skill level, and repair
time.

One of the characteristics of intelligence is that it is adaptable to different contexts. This is the
principle behind the concept of smart network navigation "agents" that autonomously seek out the
optimum network path, sense channel and network path characteristics, and adjust data
compression, error codes, packet formats, and packet encapsulations accordingly. The agent could
propagate software "sensors" to gather the required information from various nodes in the
network. This technology would essentially eliminate the problem of interface compatibility and
standards. The software agent would essentially be an expert system on communications protocols
and codes. A protocol expert system would be equivalent to a universal communications protocol.

3.1.3 Cost Savings and Productivity

The question of the potential cost-benefits of applying AI to OSC operations is part of a
larger question of the cost-benefits of automation in general. A recent study for the General
Services Administration called Beyond FTS 2000 discussed this at length [31]. A key observation
of this report was that the number of federal employees has not changed in twenty years. Increases
in workloads beyond what existing staff levels can handle have typically been performed by
contractors. While many agencies will be forced to operate with flat or minimally rising budgets in
coming years, the expected workload and responsibilities of these agencies will be increasing at a
much faster rate. This is exactly the case with NASA as it carries out its mandate to provide data on
the global environment. The implication is that cost reduction is not the issue so much as
productivity improvement. That is, a fixed level of staffwill be responsible for more and larger
tasks. Logically, it would seem that any automated system that takes over routine functions must

free up man-hours for other purposes, resulting in increased productivity. This is very difficult to
demonstrate empirically, however. It is argued by most economists that 1 trillion dollars spent on
computer automation in the last decade has not resulted in increased worker productivity.
Productivity in the services sector actually declined. Some have explained this as due to the fact that
work expands to fill the capacity available. In other words, as workers' capabilities using
computers increased, their workloads increased. According to this view, the new workload must
therefore involve a large amount of non-productive activities. Without more definitive long-term
cost-benefits data it is difficult to justify the high current costs of AI for productivity improvement.

Artificial intelligence can obviously play a role as part of an overall strategy of automation.
Unfortunately AI is very expensive, and is still unproven outside a few specialized areas. Because

of fundamental theoretical uncertainties about the capabilities of AI, especially in regard to
reliability, it is very difficult to extrapolate to the future, or to recommend it as a solution to
problems of automation. It is anticipated that automation will improve by incremental steps using a
mixture of standard computer automation and more advanced AI techniques. Looked at as a set of
heuristic problem solving tools, AI applications will expand and broaden. However, it is unrealistic
to expect AI to exhibit intelligent performance in the sense of human intelligence within the next 20
years. Rather, AI will provide productivity gains in the operations and maintenance domain.
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3.2 TECHNOLOGY ROADMAP

A technology roadmap, or possible timeline, of major developments in the field of artificial
intelligence over the next 25 years follows.

1996-2000: In the past twenty years, symbolic AI techniques have been improved, refined,
and extended, but the basic techniques remain the same. In the next five years, progress will likely
be limited to incremental refinements of these techniques. Projects such as CYC may begin to
show results, that is, mimicry of common sense to some degree. These will operate on large-scale
models of the everyday world. The first such systems are now being developed at great expense.
There will continue to be a proliferation of research directions in AI beyond the confines of
symbolic AI. Neural networks, fuzzy logic, and genetic algorithms seem to be alternative
architectures that currently are in high favor. A common theme is methods that deal with processes
in the real world that do not have explicit or linguistic representations, and that involve learning.
Some observers think that neural networks, fuzzy logic, and genetic algorithms are the best
approach to solving problems involving non-analytic classification, uncertainty, incompleteness, and
ambiguity. These techniques do not exhibit brittleness (at least in the same way), but rather smooth
transitions and partial solutions. In many cases, especially in real-time planning and optimization
systems, partial solutions and best guesses are often adequate. Human beings and other animals
get by in this way in most situations. One author, Nadeau, believes this an area that will see a
quantum jump in applications in the near future.

2000-2010: General-purpose world-models may in the long term be embedded in a wide
variety of electronic systems, taking advantage of the increasing processing power, and lower cost
of integrated circuits. As processing power increases, heuristic search methods used in knowledge-
based systems become more cost-effective for more applications. One can foresee a time when the
CYC knowledge base or the entire Library of Congress will reside in a hand-held expert system.
The expert system will be a "knowledge agent" retrieving information from the database. Trends
for storage and processing technology indicate that this will be feasible before 2010 [32].

Systems that mimic leaming and evolution will be increasingly important. The subsumption
architecture is probably the first phase of a long period of experimentation in "artificial life" or
"artificial evolution". If David Marr is correct in thinking that human intelligence is too complex

to have a theory, then an evolutionary, or "bottom-up" approach is probably superior to the
symbolic, or "top-down" approach.

2010-2020: It could be argued that the missing element in all forms of AI today is sentience,
the ability to feel the environment. Sentience is a property of living things that seems to have a
physical substrate, but at present cannot be deduced from that physical substrate. Common sense
would tell us that sentience is the motivator of living organisms, and that the ability to feel different

qualities in the environment allows them to navigate in that environment. If sentience cannot be
designed into machines, then perhaps living matter can be spliced into machines. Hybrids of living
matter and machines are a possible direction for future research, although such research may raise
ethical issues.

3.3 FEASIBILITY AND RISK

This report has described factors important to the success of future AI projects and
applications. The results suggest that it may be possible to develop a risk-assessment methodology
based on several key factors. At the top of the list is identification of a theory underlying the

proposed program. Does such a theory exist, or is the approach purely heuristic? Does the
program have potential problems like the frame problem? If so, what are the proposed remedies?
The results of a theoretical evaluation will determine the next important risk-assessment factor:

reliability. AI algorithms with no underlying mathematical theory will be ranked at a lower
reliability level than ones that have such a theory. The application for which the proposed AI
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systemis appropriatewill bedeterminedby whatclassof reliability it has. And finally, therewould
beacost-benefitsanalysis.Thiswould takeinto accountthefact thatincrementaladvancesin AI
mayrequiregeometricincreasesin funding.

Leading-edgeAI will in thefuturebeconcernedwith broad-basedknowledgesystems,very
largedatabases,andgeneralizedworld-models.Thecostof developingthesesystemswill behigh,
perhapstoo highfor asinglefederalagencyoperatingonanear-fiatbudget. It is anticipatedthata
cut-backin defensespendingwill impact theprogressof AI, sinceDoD hasbeena traditional
supporterof AI. Therehasalso beena somewhatlesseningenthusiasmfor AI asthe initial
glamourhasworn off, andasmanypromiseshavefailed to materialize,suchasnaturallanguage
understanding.Thegeneralizednatureof newAI systemslike CYC isanincentivefor cooperative
venturesin the form of industry consortiaor multi-agency financing within governmentas
traditionallydonebyDoD's AdvancedResearchProjectsAgency.

It is expectedthatreliabilitywill bethechiefobstacleto thedeploymentof AI within NASA,
since reliability is critical for NASA's mission success. AI software suffers from the brittleness
problem. One solution now being proposed, the CYC project, is an expensive solution, and not one
that will be in widespread use for many years. It is also not clear that CYC will not have its own set
of unique problems that will take years more to debug.
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ANNEX 1. ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

AI

ANDF
ARPA
ART
ATM
CAM

CASE
Corba

CPU
DBMS
DOC
DoD
EOS
FCS
4GL
FTS 2000

Gbps
GUI

GQM
HIPPI
INCO
UO
IS
JPL
LAN
LED

Mbps
MIPS
MIT
NASA
NCSA
OFDM
OLTP
OMG
OOP
OSC
OSF
PC
PTD
RAID
RAM
RISC
SAIC
SFAM
SIMD
SLM
SONET
3GL

TQM
UNIX
VLSI

Artificial intelligence
Architecture-neutral distribution format

Advanced Research Projects Agency
Adaptive resonance theory
Asynchronous transfer mode
Content-addressable memory
Computer-aided software engineering
Common object request broker architecture
Central processing unit
Database management system
Digital optical computer
United States Department of Defense
Earth observing system
Fiber channel standard

Fourth-generation (programming) language
Federal telecommunications system 2000
Gigabits per second
Graphical user interface
Goal-question-metric
High performance parallel interface
Integrated communications officer
Input/output
Information system
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Local area network

Light-emitting diode
Megabits per second
Million instructions per second
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
National Center for Supercomputer Applications
Optical frequency division multiplexing
On-line transaction processing
Object Management Group
Object-oriented programming
Office of Space Communications
Open Software Foundation
Personal computer
Parallel transfer disks

Redundant array of inexpensive disks
Random access memory
Reduced instruction set computer
Science Applications International Corporation
Simplified fuzzy ARTMAP
Single-instruction, multiple-data
Spatial light modulator
Synchronous optical network
Third-generation (programming) language
Total quality management
De-facto standard multi-tasking operating system for workstations
Very large scale integration
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WAN
WDM

Wide area network

Wavelength division multiplexing
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